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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698- 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 34665-5060
(813) 547-5600 • FAX (813} 547-5610
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of December 14, 1995-9:00 a.m.
AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER
A.
Approve agenda of December 14, 1995 regular meeting
B.
Approve minutes of November 9, 1995 regular meeting.
C.
Approve Executive Committee Actions

II.

ACTION ITEMS - CONSENT
A.
Fund Transfer - Public/Private Ventures
B.
Fund Transfer - 50th Anniversary

Ill.

IV.

c

ACTION ITEMS
A.
Equipment and Renovation Contract Awards
Invitation to Bid - Compensation and Job Description Analysis
B.
RMATION ITEMS
Presentation - Honorable Rita Garvey, Mayor of Clearwater
Healthy Families Annual Report
Presentaton: Camot E. Nelson, Ph.D.
Total Family Strategies Evaluation-Phase II
Presentation: Starr Silver, Ph.D.
JWB Legislative Priorities
Strategic Planning Update
Update - HAS Lease, 4140 49th Street
•Good News from the Agencies·
Personnel Report for November
Financial Report for September (to be distributed)
Site Visit and Schedule and Summaries
Training Center Report
Media Items
Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative

V.

OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens. Requests
for special funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda portion of the Board
meeting.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

UPCOMING MEETINGS:
December 18, 3:00 p.m.-Strategic Planning Committee
January 11, 1996, 9:00 a.m.-Regularly scheduled Board meeting.

DONNA J. McRAE, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

•

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of November 9, 1995
MINUTES
Present:

Donna McRae, Chair; Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D., Secretary;
Commissioner Sallie Parks; Judge Frank Quesada; Judge Dee Anna
Farnell; Dr. J. Howard Hinesley; Thomas R. Moriarty; Myrtle SmithCarroll; James E. Mills, Executive Director; Amy Daly, Executive
Assistant

Absent:

Martha Maddux, Vice Chair

Ms. McRae called the meeting to order at 9:07a.m.

Motion:
Approve
Agenda

c

Motion:
Approve
Minutes

Motion:
Dept. of
Juvenile
Justice

Dr. Diamond moved and Dr. Hinesley seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the agenda of the November 9, 1995 regular
meeting.
Dr. Hinesley moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the minutes of the October 12, 1995 regular
meeting.
Dr. Hinesley moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion which
carried by majority to repay the Department of Juvenile Justice $72,110
of unspent monies for the Eckard Leadership Program for Fiscal Year
1994-95. Voting "Yes": Ms. McRae, Dr. Diamond, Commissioner Parks,
Dr. Hinesley, Mr. Moriarty, Ms. Smith-Carroll. Abstaining due to a
Conflict of Interest: Judge Farnell and Judge Quesada.
Fiscal Impact: The Fund Balance for Fiscal Year 1994-95 will be
decreased by $72,11 0.

Following questions and comment from the Board on the proposed categories and
matrix for legislative activity and the recommendation by Ms. Smith-Carroll to move
the Department of Health from "interest" to "concern," a motion was made.

Motion:
Legis.
Activity

c

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to change the issue of the Department of Health on
the matrix of legislative activity from "interest" to "concern" and to
approve the proposed categories and matrix for legislative activity during
the 1996 Legislative Session as amended.

Mr. Mills announced to the Board that Ms. Elithia Stanfield had accepted a position as
Assistant County Administrator with Pinellas County and would be leaving JWB at the

end of November. He expressed thanks for her years of service to JWB and the
community. The Board also recognized Ms. Stanfield's accomplishments.
A presentation on Healthy Families Pinellas was given by JWB staff, Dr. Claude
Dharamraj, Mary Ann Wanucha, Ellie Ferro, Georgiana Hayes, Sandra parker,
Marguerite Ortez, Diane Williams and Patsy Buker.
Information items included an update on Public/Private Ventures, Youth as Resources,
JWB United Way Campaign, Personnel and Financial Reports for October, Site Visit
Schedule and Summaries, Training Center Report, Media Items and Strategic
Planning Update.
During the Open Agenda portion of the meeting Ms. Emily Coeyman addressed the
Board.
AdJourn:

Commissioner Parks moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to adjourn at 10:40 a.m.

Item II.A
Regular Meeting 12/14/95

Action

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto0\\
H. Browning Spence, Director,
Services
Mary A. Romanik, Director, Community Planning and

~

C~~:untty

·

J/1!>1.

Development~

Requested Action
Authorize use of $2,880 from the JWB fund balance for Community Change for
Youth Development activities and increase the JWB Administration Budget,
Community Planning and Development, from $5n,831 to $580,711.

Options

c

1.
2.
3.

Approve the request.
Deny the request.
Any other action the Board wishes.

Recommended Action
1. Increase the FY 95-96 Cash Forward by $2,880 for Community Change for
Youth Development implementation activities and increase the budget for JWB
Administration, Community Planning and Development, from $577,831 to

$580,711 .

Source of JWB Funds
FY 94-95 Fund Balance.

Fiscal Impact
Cash Forward in the FY 95-96 budget will be increased from $1,568,626 to
$1,571,506. Community Planning and Development will increase from $577,831 to

$580,711 .

c

Narrative

-----------------------------------------------

The Board, at its December 1994 meeting, approved staff negotiations with
Public/Private Ventures and the receipt of a $10,000 Planning Grant for the

Community Change for Youth Development Initiative. That planning process
culminated in August 1995 with the submission of the Strategic Plan to
Public/Private Ventures (P/PV). The Childs Park Community was selected as one
of P/PV's full implementation sites in October 1995.
At the end of fiscal year 1994-95, $2,880 remained from that initial $10,000 grant.
P/PV does not require that the remaining dollars be returned and is allowing them
to be used for implementation activities. Staff is requesting that the balance of the
planning dollars be forwarded to the 1995-96 Community Planning and
Development budget to continue to assist the Childs Park Community in going
forward with the Community Change for Youth Development/Youth Sports
Academy Showcase that will heighten awareness and generate support for the
Initiative.

Staff Resource Person:

s:\board\ccyd\ppv-fund.dec

Maria Scruggs Weston

Action

Item II.B.
Regular Meeting 12/14/95

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director
Kate Howze, Director of Strategic cJn~unlcatlons and Technology

•

~~

151:1

Requested Action
The Board is requested to transfer funds from the Designated Fund Balance to
the Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund to conduct 50th Anniversary
activities in 1996.

Options
1. Transfer $50,000 from the Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary to the
Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund, thereby increasing the Non-Operating
Budget, Anniversary Fund from $25,000 to $75,000, and decreasing the
Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary to $0.
2. Do not transfer $50,000 from the Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary to the
Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund.

Recommended Action
1. Transfer $50,000 from the Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary to the
Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund, thereby Increasing the
Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund from $25,000 to $75,000, and
decreasing the Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary to $0.

Source of JWB Funds
Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary and Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary
Fund.
.

Fiscal Impact
The transfer of $50,000 from the Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary to the
Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund will decrease the Designated Fund
Balance-Anniversary to $0, and increase the Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary
Fund from $25,000 to $75,000.

Nanmive____________________________________________________
In anticipation of conducting JWB 50th Anniversary activities in 1996, the Juvenile
Welfare Board allocated $25,000 in Fiscal Year 1993-94, and $25,000 in Fiscal
Year 1994-95, to the Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary. For Fiscal Year
1995-96, the Board allocated $25,000 to the Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary
Fund, since funds would be expended during the present year. In order to make
all Anniversary funds available for use during the current Fiscal Year, the $50,000
previously allocated to the Designated Fund Balance-Anniversary must be
transferred to the Non-Operating Budget, Anniversary Fund.

A variety of activities and events are planned for 1996. Major ones and their
anticipated costs are:
* Collaborative JWB and USF/Bayboro Lecture Series, "Florida Families:
Strengthening the Ties That Bind" - $12,000
* 50th Anniversary Calendar featuring children's art work- $15,000
* Kickoff event at JWB (Jan. 20, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.) - $8,000
* Commemorative artwork in variety of media - $5,000
* Family Fun Day Finale - $10,000

Stoff Resource Person: Kathy Helmuth

...
j -4

•

Action

Item 111-A

Regular Meeting 12/14/95
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Membera

From:

'
Jamea E. Milia, Executive Dlrect~fJ
Stephanie W. Judd, DINCtor, P~ a

~

Fine~

\)

Requested Action
The Juvenile Welfare Board is requested to fund Equipment and Renovation
Requests in the amount of $77,741.

Options
1. Approve Equipment and Renovation funding requests in the amount of
$77,741 (Option 1).
2. Approve Equipment and Renovation funding requests in the amount of
$80,000 (Option II).
3. Other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Approve Equipment and Renovation funding requests In the amount of
$n,741 (Option 1).

Source of JWB funds
The FY 95-96 budget includes $80,000 for Equipment and Renovation Funding.

Fiscal Impact
Approval of Option 1 would reduce the Equipment and Renovation fund of
$80,000, by $77,741 leaving a balance of $2,259.
Approval of Option II would deplete the Equipment and Renovation fund.

Narrative
The FY 95-96 JWB Budget approved by the Board at the July 13, 1995 Board Meeting
included $80,000 for Equipment and Renovation Funding. Prior to the announcement of
the availability of funds, staff reviewed the application and made minor changes to the
application. The Helpful Hints Booklet which was compiled during last year's process
was also included as part of the application.
Agencies were notified of the availability of equipment and renovation funds on
September 25, 1995. A Bidder's Conference was held on October 3, 1995. The
application was reviewed at the Bidder's Conference. As in previous years, staff provided
the opportunity for questions and offered to allow participants the opportunity to review
applications which had been successful in previous years. JWB staff encouraged
participants to call if they had questions while completing the application. Proposals were
due on October 27, 1995. Fifty-six (56) requests totaling $323,424 were received. The
applications were reviewed and rated by a team of staff members from the Programs and
Finance Department, and Community Planning and Development Department, using
previously determined rating criteria. Board Guidelines state that items must cost at least
$200 in aggregate to be eligible for funding, and that the minimum Equipment and
Renovation allocation amount will be $500. All applications received met the criteria.
Option 1, attached to the Board Memorandum is the one JWB staff are recommending.
In order to fund as many requests as possible, staff reviewed the computer requests for
all agencies receiving a score of 55 or higher. Bids for computers ranged from $1,460
to $2,096 per computer for very comparable systems. Staff contacted the vendor with
the best system for the lowest price and requested additional information concerning an
expanded hard drive capacity. Based on the projected use of each system, staff adjusted
the amount requested to the bid offered by this vendor. Five agencies are affected by
this adjustment: Pinellas County Urban League, Girls, Inc., Community Alliance of Pinellas
for Aids, Inc., Community Camping Council, Suncoast Children's Theatre, and Pinellas
Village.
An adjustment was made for Grief Recovery Centers regarding the amount requested for
a printer. Staff identified a different vendor who offers a comparable printer at a lower
price.
Both Boys and Girls Clubs, Inc., and Ervin's All American Youth Club requested copiers.
The quote received by Boys and Girls Clubs was substantially lower than the one
received by Ervin's All American Youth Club; therefore, the amount requested by Ervin's
All American Youth Club was adjusted to the lower cost.
Citizen's Alliance for Progress requested $2,751 for a sound system. This request was
reviewed by staff of the JWB Training Center. After conferring with CAP staff it was
determined that the agency could purchase a system which would meet their needs at
a cost of $1,287.

c

Pinellas Village - Requested four computers, four printers, four monitors, and four workstations. JWB has provided a computer system for this agency in a previous Equipment
and Renovation funding cycle. In addition, several computers can print from the same
printer. Therefore, we are recommending one administrative computer, one client
computer with monitors, at a lower cost, one printer, and two work stations.
JWB staff have contacted vendors to assure the equipment being r~commended is
available at the costs stated in the lower bids for computers, printers, and the copier. We
were advised that the equipment would be available at the lower cost. The computer
systems we are recommending include the monitor and software.
JWB staff agreed that it was reasonable to review each request and recommend
adjustments because of the volume of requests. In addition, we are able to recommend
21 applications for funding rather than 19 based on the adjustments.
JWB staff is not recommending allocating the remaining $2,259 because four applications
tied at 53. To fund these additional program requests would require a total of $14,230,
or an additional need of $11 ,971.
Option II - Allocate the Equipment and Renovation funds based upon scores at the
amounts originally requested by the agencies.
JWB staff recommend Option I allocating Equipment and Renovation funds to 21
agencies as follows :
1.

Girls Inc. - Individual Services - Gym mats

$ 908

2.

Pinellas County Urban League - Project Success - computer
and printer

$ 1,379

Pinellas County Urban League - Comprehensive Services Playground equipment

$12,255

4.

Family Service Centers (All programs) - Computer system

$ 4,741

5.

Boys & Girls Clubs of the Suncoast - Copy machine

$ 3,602

6.

Friends of the Deaf Services Center - Program to Enhance the
Achievement of Children with Hearing Loss (PEACH), and The
Neighborhood Center- Telephone equipment.

$ 9,630

Community Pride Child Care- Playground equipment; carpeting;
classroom furniture; shed; sandbox cover.

$10,373

Girls Inc. - Individual Services - Computer equipment.

$ 1,886

3.

7.

8.

$ 1,339

9.

Florida Parent Child - Office furniture.

10.

St. Jerome Catholic Church - Childhood Center - Playground
equipment; carpet; conference table and chairs.

$3,486

11.

Youth Homes of Florida- Plantation House 1- TV; microwave;
freezer; (6) bunk beds; lawn mower; refrigerator.

$3,856

12.

Community Alliance of Pinellas for Aids, Inc.- (3) computers;
(2) printers; video camera/tripod.

$7,500

13.

Resource Center for Women- Single Women are Ready Today
(SMART) - (2) computers; (1) printer.

$2,705

14.

Community Camping Council - Computer; printer; work-station.

$ 1,830

15.

Brookwood- A Young Women's Residence- New roof.

$3,551

16.

Ervin's All American Youth Club - Copy machine.

$3,602

17.

Citizen's Alliance for Progress - Neighborhood Center Sound system.

$ 1,287

18.

CASA - Computer back up system ; software; internal modems;
tapes; training ; Pcanywhere V2.0 for windows.

$2,296

19.

Pinellas Village - Two computers; one printer; two work-stations

$2,752

20.

Suncoast Children's Theatre- Copier; installation of fire
escape; computer

$3,470

21 .

Grief Recovery Centers - Printer; copier.

$ 1,095

.

I

.

TOTAL:
Options 1 and II are attached to provide an overview of all requests and
recommendations.

Staff Resource Persons:
Stephanie W. Judd
Michael Schmidt
Jean Davies
Beverly Lightfoot
Gayla P. Larkin

sn,741

Opti

At tad

1

EQOIPMI!N'l' t. RI!I:NOVATION CYCLB
REQUESTS

Agency

ItMS Requested

(n

AND R.BCOMMBtiMTIONS

Total
Cost

JWB
Req.

'

JWB
Req.

l l'

95-961

JWB
Rec0111.

Balance SCore

Rect~•llldatlons

80,000

Girls Inc. - Individual Services

Oy1l

Pinellas co. Urban League
Project SUccess

co.puter syata. and printer

Pinellas Co. Urban League
Co.prehensive Services

Playground. equir-ent

Fa•ily service Centers
ITo serve all progra.sl

1,211

908

75,

908

79,092

92

Reco.aend funding as requested.

1,880

1,410

75,

1, )79

77,713

91

Recc:naaud funding printer as requested.
Reconaand funding COIIIPUter based on
adjusted cost.

16,340

12,255

75,

12,255

65,458

88

Reconaand funding as requested.

co.puter systa.

9,481

4,741

so'

4,741

60,717

81

Reo::naand funding as requested.

Boys r. Girls Clubs of the SUncoast

Copy Mchine

4,900

3,675

75,

),602

57,115

81

Reo::• and funding based on 9n
Pinellas County clients.

Friends of the Deaf svs. etr.
Program to Enhance AchieveMent of
Children vith Hearing Loss r.
Neighborhood Center

Telephone equir-ent

12,840

9,6)0

75,

9,630

47,485

79

Ca..unity Pride Child care

Playground equi~t:
13,830
replace carpeting; classroo.
furniture: shed; sandbox cover

10,373

75,

10,373

37, 112

77

Reo::naand funding as requested.

Girls Inc. - Individual svs.

C~ter

2,515

1,886

75,

1,655

)5,457

75

Reconaand funding based on
adjusted cost of COIIIPUter.

Florida Parent Child

Office furniture

1,785

1,3)9

75,

1,))9

)4, 118

75

Recon• and funding as requested.

st. Jero.e catholic Church
Childhood Center

Playground equi~t; carpet;
conference table and chairs

4,648

),486

75,

),486

30,6)2

73

Reco•and funding as requested.

Youth Holies of Florida
Plantation House I

TV: •icrowave, freezer,
161 bunk beds; lavn .aver:
refrigerator

5,141

3,856

75,

) , 355

27,277

72

Reconnand funding based on 87'
Pinellas County clients.

Community Alliance of Pinellas
for Aids, Inc.

()I co.puters: 121 printers: 10,000
video ca..ra/tripod; 1201 blank
videotapes; (41 Titles Educational
Software for ages 7-17

7,500

75,

5,170

22,107

68

Reooaaand funding as requested
for printers and video ca..ra/tripod;
reconaend funding COIIIPUters at
adjusted cost; do not reconaand funding
for video tapes and Title
Educational Software because no
bid inforution was provided.

Resource Center for ~
Single Wollen are Ready Today
Community Camping Council

(2) co.puters: Ill printer

),607

2,705

75,

2,705

19,402

67

Reoo•and funding as requested.

oo.puter: printer, workstation

2,440

1,8)0

75,

1,395

18,007

66

Reoonaand funding printer and
workstation as requested. oo.puter
funding based on adjusted coat .

MtS

systa.

.....

Agency

It-

Requested

Total
Coat

.nm

Req.

'.nm
Req.

.nm

RecOil.

Balance Score

Brookwood - A Young
Nomen's Residence

New

roof

19,790

3,551

19\

2,941

15,166

63

Reoo-and funding baaed on 90\
Pinellas County clients.

Ervin's All American Youth Club

Copy Machine

7,795

5,945

75\

3,602

11,564

63

Reoo-and funding baaed on adjusted
coat, and 99\ Pinellas COUnty clients.

Citizen's Alliance for Progress
Neighborhood Family Center

sound systelll

3,429

2,571

75\

1,297

13,979

63

Recoc•and funding baaed on adjusted
coat of sound syste111, and 99\
Pinellas COUnty clients.

CASA-

Co~~C~Uter

3,479
back up syste~~;
aoft-re: internal IIIOdems; tapes;
121 Pcanyvhere v2 . 0 for windows;
1301 hours training

2,609

75\

2,296

9,268

63

Reoo• and funding baaed on 99\
Pinellas COUnty clients.

Pinellas Village

141 COIIPUters; I 41 printers:
141 co.puter work stations
141 .:>nitors

14,764

11,073

75\

2,752

6,516

57

Reco-and funding two COIIIPUters
at adjusted coat; r~ funding
one printer, and two workstations.

Suncoast Children's Theatre

Installation of fire escape;
office equipment; ~uter;
copier

5,766

4,325

75\

3,470

3,046

56

Reoo-and funding of copier and
fire escape as requested; recoo• and
funding co.puter at adjusted cost.

Grief Recovery Centers

Printer; copier

1,460

1,095

75\

797

2,259

ss

HOMeless ~rgency Project
Transitional Housing

litchen equipMent - oven,
stove with hood; hot/cold
serving unit

9,512

6,394

75\

0

53

Mt. Zion Human services
ling's lid Academy

Classroo. loft; tube crawl;
steering wheel bench;
cottage cllaber

4,900

3,675

75\

0

53

United Asian co.nunity

2,149
131 overhead projectors;
131 screens; Ill copy .achine;
Ill fax machine

1,611

75\

0

53

san Antonio Boys Village

co..ercial riding tractor

2,560

1.920

75\

0

53

HOMeless EMergency

Replace I 61 110blle honle
roofs

13,000

9,750

75\

0

52

PilgriM Child DevelopMent
Center

Heat

9,709

6,532

75\

0

52

Marriage ' Family Counseling

2,999
121 Multi-Media coaputers
with Intel MH2 PentiUM processor

2,249

75\

0

51

JSP - Harboring House

14,419
Road repairs: alar., and
lighting system; riding lawn
IIOW'er

10,914

75\

0

51

Palas of Largo

191

17,994

10,194

57\

0

so

pu111p

systeM.

eo~~~>Uters

reco-and funding prin
Do not reco-and funding because only
only $2,259 re.ain and there are four
progra.a with a score of 53.

-

TOtal
cost

It_.. Requested

Agency
co..unity Health Centers
Johnnie Ruth Clarke

Vision box; stethoscopes;
epri011eter; children's
educational equipn~ent for
play area

Florida Gulf coast Autin

~ter

Pinellas Association for
Retarded Children

I7) COIIpUters

Big Brothers/Big Sisters
one-to-one Match
Family Resources - Helpline

syste.; fax 110de11

c. .,. . . . . . . _. .,
121 computers; software

Teen Tape Library

_

J,
Req.

'JWB

Req.

JWB

Rec011.

Balance score

2,86S

2,149

7S'

0

so

1,963

1,472

7S'

0

16,46S

10,4S3

6n

0

so
so

2,198

1,648

75,

0

49

19,813

14,860

7S'

0

48

Boley centers - Young Adult Pga.

121 eo.puters; printer
software

7,000

S,2SO

7S'

0

48

SUncoast Center for oo..unity
services for Mental Health Homebased Progra•

131 lap-top co.puters vith
CD ROM; Ill color printer

9,3S4

7,016

7S'

0

47

Fa~ily Resources - Helpline
and VAC

Ill lap-top coaputer

3,300

2,475

7S'

0

47

Gulf coast COIIIWlity care

131 dryers; Ill washer:
Ill refrigerator; Ill sving
set

3,S70

2,677

75,

0

46

Step Ahead

Project Action Foundation

CoMputer: printer; surge
protector; cable; software

2,780

2,08S

75,

0

4S

YMCA - on-going Training

TV: video cassette player;
overhead projector; aduiovisual cart

1,102

826

75,

0

42

City of Clearwater
Pollee Depart.ent

Video and audio equip.ent
17. S60
for four suspect interview
rOOIIS and child victi• interview
r00111; one juvenile suspect
interview roo. and 1 child vlctl•
interview roo.

8,988

sn

0

42

Great Explorations

Air conditioning

7,320

S,490

75,

0

41

ComMUnity Health Centers
Mother • Child Center

Pulse axi.eter: TV .onitors
VCR; educational, technical,
display equiPMent; video
tapes; changing tables

6,783

5,087

75,

0

41

City of st. Petersburg
Grassroots Tennis IAI

Backboard replaceMent

8,871

6,653

75,

0

39

Center Foundation

Children's slide

4,530

2,980

66,

0

38

Heads tart

Roof repairs and renovations
at tvo centers

49,305

36,000

1n

0

37

R8C(J• andatlons

~

..

......

Agency

Ite1111 Requested

Total
Cost

.JWB

Req.

' Req.
.JWB

.JWB
Recoa.

Balance Score

City of St. Petersburg
Afterschool Enhancement

17,936
Pire .anitor systa.; {2)
canopies; fire suppression
syst. .; wall lockers; 1110vea.ble
kitchen; partitions; pop-ashot basketball; billiard table

13,452

75\

0

35

Religious coa.unity Service

{6) co.puters; workstations;
software: {2) printers

12,040

9,750

81\

0

34

774

580

75\

0

33

City of St. Petersburg
Grassroots Tennis

TourtlUient lob-ster ball
-chine

Police Athletic League
of St. Petersburg

{2) basketball backboards;
{2) break-away basketball
hoops with nets

1,907

1,400

73\

0

33

City of St. Petersburg
Therapeutic Program

Adaptive equipaent and
protective equipaent

7,415

5,561

75\

0

33

Pinellas C~ity Center
Long Center

Protective vall -t•
for basketball court

3,326

2,494

75\

0

33

Ridgecrest Fa.ily services

Ca.puter {business); COMPUters 8,481
{clients); TV/VCR ca.corder;
overhead projector; cassette
recorder; audio- visual cart

6,361

75\

0

32

2,373

1. 780

75\

0

32

City of St. Petersburg
TASCO-Teen Council

Portable sound syste.; light 13,645
systeM; lap-top cOMpUter;
karaoke systeM with large
screen projector; TV/VCRS and
SEGA Genesis Saturns
Video g&JieS

10,145

74\

0

31

Pinellas community Center
Long Center

8, 000
Flooring; paint walls;
round barrels; octagonal shapes;
-ts; down hill -ts;
training beaMs; large triangle;
large step

6,000

75\

0

28

462,017

323,424

Quality Child care Center

Indoor and outdoor
for classrOOM

equi~t

TOTALS

Re<:f.l•andations

Opti

ii

Attacll

BQOIPMI!IfT 5 RI!NOYATIOI CYCLE ( n 95-96)
REQUESTS AND R~TIOOS

Agency

It.- Requested

Total
cost

JWB

Req.

'JWB

Req.

JWB

Recolll.

Balance Score

Reco-artdationa

80,000
1,211

908

75,

908

79,092

92

Recc-and funding as requested

1,880

1,410

75,

1,410

77,682

91

Reca-and funding as requested

16,340

12,255

75,

12,255

65,427

88

Reca-and funding as requested

C0111puter syst-

9,481

4, 741

so•

4, 741

60,686

81

Rec01111end funding as requested

Boys • Girls Clubs of the suncoast

Copy Mchine

4,900

3,675

75,

3,602

57,084

81

Recc-end funding based on 98'
Pinellas County clients

Friends of the Deaf svs. Ctr.
Progra. to Enhance Achievement of
Children with Hearing Loss •
Neighborhood Center

Telephone equipaent

12,840

9,630

75,

9,630

47,454

79 Reca-and funding as requested

community Pride Child care

Playground equipn~ent;
13,830
replace carpeting; classroo.
furniture: shed; sandbox cover

10,373

75,

10,373

37,081

Girls Inc. - Individual SVB .

CQ~~PUter

2,515

1,886

75,

1,886

35,195

75

Florida Parent Child

Office furniture

1,785

1,339

75,

1,339

33 , 856

75 Reca-and funding as requested

St. Jerome Catholic Church
Childhood Center

Playground equiPMent: carpet;
conference table and chairs

4,648

3,486

75,

3,486

30,370

73

Recc-and funding as requested

Youth ao.es of Florida
Plantation House I

TV:

•icrovave, freezer,
161 bunk beds; lawn II'IOV'er;
refrigerator

5,141

3,856

75,

3,354

27,016

72

Recas•and funding based on
Pinellas County clients

COMMUnity Alliance of Pinellas
for Aids, Inc.

(3) co.puters: (2) printers; 10,000
video caMera/tripod; (201 blank
videotapes; (41 Titles Educational
SOftware for ages 7-17

7,500

75,

7,500

19,516

68

Recc-end funding as requested

(2)

3,607

2,705

75,

2,705

16,811

67

R~end

2,440

1,830

75,

1,830

14,981

66 Reca-and funding as requested

18,790

3,551

19,

2,856

12,125

63

Recc-and funding baaed on 80\
Pinellas county clients

7,795

5,845

75\

5,729

6,396

63

Reca-end funding based on 98'
Pinellas county clients

Girls Inc. - Individual Services

Gyll

Pinellas Co. Orban League
Project success

Co.puter syste. and printer

Pinellas co. Orban League
Comprehensive Services

Playground equipaent

FaMily Service Centers
(To serve all programs)

Resource center for

wo.en

MtB

syste.

CQ~~PUters:

Ill printer

Com.unity caMping Council

COIIIpUter; printer: workstation

8roakvood - A Young
Nomen's Residence

New roof

Ervin ' s All AMerican Youth Club

Copy Machine

R~end

funding as requested

en

funding as requested

n

..

•.:

Agency

Itellll Requested

Total
Cost

JWB

Req.

'JReq.
WB

JWB

Balance Score

Recoil.

Reco•!llldatlons

Citizen's Alliance for Progress
Neighborhood Faaily Center

Sound

3,428

2,571

75\

2,519

9,606

63

Reoo•and funding based on 98\
Pinellas COUnty clients

CASA-

3,479
COIIIPUter back up systell;
software; internal modems; tapes;
121 Pcanyvhere v2.0 for windows;
1301 hours training

2,609

75\

2,296

4,100

63

Reco•and funding based on 88\
Pinellas COUnty clients

Pinellas Village

141 COIIIPUters; 141 printers;
141 c~ters;
I 41 110nitors

14,764

11,073

75\

4,100

0

57

Fund depleted

SUncoast Children's Theatre

Installation of fire escape;
office equipaent; COMputer;
copier

5,766

4,325 .

75\

0

56

Fund depleted

Grief Recovery Centers

Printer; copier

1,460

1,095

75\

0

55

Fund depleted

Homeless EMergency Project
Transitional Housing

Kitchen equi~t - oven,
stove with hood; hot/cold
serving unit

8,512

6,384

75\

0

53

Fund depleted

Mt. Zion HUMan Services
~ing•s ~id Acade.y

Classr~

loft; tube crawl;
steering wheel bench;
cottage clilllber

4,900

),675

75\

0

53

Fund depleted

131 overhead projectors;
131 screens; Ill copy
-chine; Ill fax ~~achine

2,149

1,611

75\

0

53

Fund depleted

San Antonio Boys Village

ComMercial Riding tractor

2,560

1,920

75\

0

53

Fund depleted

Hollleless EMergency

Replace (61 110ible tto.e roofs 13,000

9,750

75\

0

52

Fund depleted

Pilgrim Child Developaent Ctr.

8,709
Heat ~ syste~~ for
Higgens House which houses
a two year old classroom;
a classrOOM for three year
olds, and the preschool office

6,532

75\

0

52

Fund depleted

Marriage • Fa•ily Counseling

121 Multi-.edia COIIIPUters w/
Intel mh2 Pentiua processor

2,998

2,249

75\

0

51

Fund depleted

JSP - Harboring House

Road repairs; ala~ and
lighting system; riding
lawn ~r

14,419

10,814

75\

0

51

Fund depleted

PaliiB of Largo

191 conputers

17.994

10,194

57\

0

50

Fund depleted

Caa.unity Health Centers
Johnnie Ruth Clark

Vision box; stethoscopes;
sprioaeter; children's
educational equi~t for
play area

2,865

2,149

75\

0

so

Fund depleted

Florida Gulf Coast Autin

Conputer system; fax MOdell

1, 963

1,472

75\

0

so

Fund depleted

United Asian

C~ity

syste~~

..

r

I

•

...
Agency

I t - Requested

'l'otal
Cost

"

Req.

' .JWB
Req.

.JWB

Balance score

Reco~~.

R~•andatlons

16,465

10,453

63'

0

so

Fund depleted

2,198

1,648

75,

0

49

Fund depleted

19,813

14,860

75,

0

48

Fund depleted

(2) ~ters: printer;
software

7,000

5,250

75,

0

48

Fund depleted

SUncoast Center for Co..unlty
Services for Mental Health
Homebased Progra•

(3) lap-top ~ters with
CD ROM; f11 color printer

9,354

7,016

75,

0

47

Fund depleted

Fa.ily Resources - Helpline
and VAC

f1) lap-top

3,300

2,475

75,

0

47

Fund depleted

Gulf Coast COINIIWlity care -

(31 dryers; (11 washer;
3,570
f11 refrigerator; f11 svlng set

2,677

75,

0

46

Fund depleted

Step Ahead

Project Action Foundation

co.puter; printer; surge
protector; cable; software

2,780

2,085

75,

0

45

Fund depleted

YMCA - On-going Training

TV: video cassette player;
overhead projector;
audio-visual cart

1,102

826

75,

0

42

Fund depleted

City of Clearwater - Pollee Dept.

Video and audio equip!lent

17,560

8,988

sn

0

42

Fund depleted

Great Explorations

7,320

5,490

75,

0

41

Fund depleted

c~lty Health Centers
Mother 5 Child Center

6,783

5,087

75,

0

41

Fund depleted

Pinellas Asaoclatlon for
Retarded Children

(7)

~ters

Big Brothers/Big Sisters
One-to-one Match

f2)

~ters;

Family Resources - Helpline

Telephone systetl upgrade;
teen tape library

Boley Centers - Young Adult Pgm.

software

~ter

'

City of St. Petersburg
Grassroots Tennis A

Backboard replacement

8,871

6,653

75,

0

39

Fund depleted

center Foundation

Slide

4,530

2,980

6n

0

38

Fund depleted

Heads tart

Roof repairs and renovations
at two centers

49,305

36,000

73'

0

37

Fund depleted

city of st. Petersburg
Afterschool Enhance.ent

Fire .anltor systa.;
17,936
canopy f21; fire suppression
syste11; vall lockers:
1110veable kitchen; partitions;
pop-a-shot basketball;
bUllard table

13,452

75,

0

35

Fund depleted

Religious COMMUnity svs.

f6) ~ters: workstations;
software; (2) printers

9,750

en

0

34

Fund depleted

12,040

~w~~

Agency

I t - Requested
lob-ster ball

Total
Cost
774

JNB

Req.
580

'JNB

Req.

75,

City of St. Petersburg
Grassroots Tennis

'l'ou~t

Police Athletic League
of St. Petersburg

12) basketball backboards;
12 I break-a-y basketball
hoops vith nets

1,907

1,400

73,

City of St. Petersburg
Therapeutic Pgm.

Adaptive equiP~M~tt and
protective equi~t

7,415

5,561

Pinellas Ca..unity Center
Long Center

Protective vall mats
for basketball court

3,326

Ridgecrest Fa•ily Services

~~achine

JNB

Recan.

Balance Score
0

Reccl• andations

33

PUnd depleted

0

33

PUnd depleted

75,

0

33

Pund depleted

2,494

75,

0

33

PUnd depleted

Ca.puterlbusiness);
8,481
co.puterslclientsl; TV/VCR
Ca.corder; overhead projector;
cassette recorder; audiovisual cart

6,361

75,

0

32

Fund depleted

Quality Child care center

Indoor and outdoor equipenent
for classr0011

2,373

1,780

75,

0

32

Pund depleted

City of St. Petersburg
TASCO-Teen Council

Portable sound systa.;
13,645
light syst. .; lap-top coeputer;
Karaoke syst. . v/large
screen projector; TV
VCRs and SBGA genesis saturns
video ga. .s

10,145

74'

0

31

Fund depleted

Pinellas Ca..unity Center
Long Center

Flooring; paint valls;
round barrels; octagonal
shapes; ~~ats; ·dovn- hill lllllts;
training ~s; large
triangle; large step

8,000

6,000

75,

0

28

Pund depleted

462,017

323,424

TOTALS

c

EQUIPMENT AND RENOVATION BOARD PRESENTATION
For FY 95-96, the Board authorized up to $80,000 for Equipment and
Renovation funding.
As indicated in your Board Memorandum, staff is recommending
Option I. This option provides funding for 21 agencies for a total of
$77,741 of the $80,000 available. JWB staff used a different
approach when making this recommendation.

_££
All E & R team members reviewed and rated the applications.
Durin the discussions because there were more requests for
computer equipment than usual, and cost of equipment ranged from
$1,460 to $2,096 we evaluated the requests. Staff contacted the
vendor who provided the lower bid for computer equipment to see if
the cost could be made available to other agencies if they were
successful in receiving funding for computer equipment. This vendor
agreed to provide the same equipment for the same cost. The
agencies were also contacted and agreed with JWB staff that we
should utilize the best bid if the computer equipment would meet
their needs. In one instance, we requested that the vendor up-grade
the disc capacity for one agency, and they agreed. This would still
save us approximately $300. ~~~A~ ~f~
In another situation, we had two agencies request copy machines.
One provided a bid for a new copier, the other for a re-built one at a
considerable lower cost, but with all the same features, and a service
agreement. We contacted the vendor who provided the lower bid
(for the re-built copier), and they agreed to provide the other agency
with the same copier at the same cost. The agency was contacted
and it was agreed that JWB staff would recommend the lower bid for
the re-built copier.

c

Citizen's Alliance, requested a sound system. The E & R team are
not specialist in sound equipment, but felt that the request was more
than what might be needed. We therefore requested assistance

1:'" ~~
/. ~ - fl_ : - ;f-:- .

c?

- -rorJJ-&

J~~ ~c{'/

c

from the Training Department to review the request. (Jack Hartman)
contacted the agency and discussed their needs with them. It was
agreed that what was needed by the agency could be purchased at a
lesser cost, and we are recommending the request be lowered.
In addition to the above, we made some minor adjustments to
requests based on the percent of Pinellas County clients served. We
also reduced the number of computers in some instances, after
having determined that JWB had provided computer equipment to
these agencies previously, and based on the need as indicated in the
justification and need section of the application.
We are pleased to recommend Option #1, which would provided
funding to 21 programs rather than 19 offered in Option 2.
Approval of Option 1 -staff recommendation will leave a balance of
$2,259 remaining in the E & R funds. However, there were four
programs who tied with a score of 53 and we felt it would be unfair to
recommend one for partial funding and not the others. As indicated
in the board memorandum, it would require an additional $11 ,971 to
meet these requests.
Option 2 is to fund the requests in order of ranking until the $80,000
E & R funds are depleted, and Option 3 is other action the Board
deems appropriate.
If there are any questions, myself, Stephanie Judd, Mike Schmidt,
Jean Davies and Beverly Lightfoot, members of the rating team, are
available.

12/95

c
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Item 111.8.
Regular Meeting 12/14/95

Action
To:

Juvenile Welfare Board

From:

James E. Mills, Executive Direct~~

~·

Requested Action

To authorize engagement of an outside contractor to undertake for the Juvenile Welfare
Board an evaluation of all job descriptions, the classification/salary plan and appropriate
pay grades and salary ranges.

Options
1.

To authorize engagement of an outside contractor to undertake for the Juvenile
Welfare Board an evaluation of all job descriptions, the classification/salary plan
and appropriate pay grades and salary ranges.

2.

Maintain the current job classification/salary plan and continue situation by
situation adjustment.

3.

Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. To authorize engagement of an outside contractor to undertake for
the Juvenile Welfare Board an evaluation of all job descriptions, the
classification/salary plan and appropriate pay grades and salary ranges.

Source of JWB Funds
JWB Administration - Contractual

Fiscal Impact
Not anticipated to exceed $10,000.

Narrative
In the course of developing an improved annual staff evaluation system recommended by both
the Board and the Performance Audit and in the face of an increasing number of
reclassification requests for individual positions, a need to totally review the current job
classification/salary plan has been identified. Such a study, last done in 1984 (The Long
Study) will update all job descriptions and provide an opportunity to develop individual position
descriptions for all employees and which capture each staff member's day-to-day activities and
responsibilities. This overall system-wide review would further recommend appropriate
classifications across all employing entities and "clean up" any differences which may have
evolved over the last 11 years. Additionally, it will provide clear standards/expectations
against which to implement the new evaluation system currently being developed for review by
the Administrative Support Team. It is anticipated that both the revised evaluation system and
the job classification/salary plans will be presented to the Board for approval at the April11 ,
1996.
Staff Resource Persons:

Naomi Brooks
Amy Daly
Wolter Williams

•

Item Ill. C

Action

Regular Meeting 12/14/95
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

Jo,;,.o E. Mlno, EMcuUv.

DINC!ov

Requested Action
To enter into contract with GLS Construction Services, Inc. in the amount of
$15,980.00 to supply JWB with all technical documents necessary to meet
HAS/state requirements for leasing space and documents necessary for
construction and/or replacement of Rest Rooms, HVAC, and electrical systems as
identified by the state requirements.

Options
1. Enter into a contract for services with GLS Construction Services, Inc. in the
amount of $15,980.00.
2. Select alternate bidder to provide services.
3. Any other action that the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
Enter Into a contract for services with GLS Construction Services, Inc. In
the amount of $15,980.00.

Source of JWB Funds
Building reserve payable account

Fiscal Impact
The balance of the building reserve payable account as of 10/01/95 was
$216,8n.oo and would be reduced by $15,980.00.

Na"affve____________________________________________
On December 12, 1995, bids were received to supply JWB with all the documents
necessa~ to meet HAS/state requirements for leasing space as well as
constructton and/or replacement of rest rooms, HVAC and electrical systems as
identified by the state requirements for the 49th Street property.
The following proposals were received:
Philippi Associates, PA
Best, Griner & Assoc.
GLS, Architects
Myers, Plisko, Ott Architects

$26,243.00
$25,142.00
$15,980.00
$23,412.00

Staff is recommending GLS Construction Services, Inc.
HAS has submitted to JWB a letter of intent to lease the former JWB offices on
49th Street. They have also provided the state requirement guidelines which
must be fulfilled prior to entering Into a lease agreement with HAS. These
requirements include renovation/construction plan for submittal to the State Fire
Marshall, scale floor plans showing all dimensions, and life cycle cost analysis.
The cost of these items as well as any necessary building modifications including
construction of the rest rooms will be Included in Year One of the HAS lease with
the Juvenile Welfare Board.
Staff Resource Person:

Naomi Brooks
Amy Daly

•

·--·
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Item IV.B
Regular Meeting 12114/95

Juvenile Welfare Board

Research Project:

c

Healthy Families Pinellas
Annual Report
October 1, 1994 - September 30, 1995

Principal Investigator:
Carnot E. Nelson, Ph.D.,
Department of Psychology,
University of South Florida,
Tampa

c

Research a Development Center
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
6698 68th Avenue North, Suite A
Pinellas Park, Florida 34665-5060
Phone: (813) 547-5600
Fax: (813) 547-5610

.--------------~--------------------------------------------

C

Department of Psychology
University of South Florida
4202 East Fowler Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33620

HEALTHY FAMILIES.PINELLAS
ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
OF
PINELLAS COUNTY
October 1, 1994 - September 30, 1995
Camot E. Nelson, Ph.D.
Thomas R. Gordon, MS
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Executive Summary
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'
This is the annual evaluation report for Healthy Families Pinellas submitted in partial
fulfillment of the contract between the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County and the
University of South Florida, calling for an independent evaluation of the program. Data
were obtained from Healthy Families Pinellas files and are current as of September 30,
1995.
Healthy Families Pinellas operates with technical support from Healthy Families America,
and is specifically designed to reduce the incidence of child abuse and neglect in targeted
census tracts in Pinellas County. It is modeled after the Healthy Start Hawaii program and
is funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board and a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation. It consists of two parts: Early identification of families at risk for child abuse
and/or neglect, and intensive home visits by paraprofessional family support workers
under close supervision of professional social workers. The program is jointly staffed by a
consortium composed of the Pinellas County Health Unit, Family Service Center~ Inc.,
and the YWCA of Tampa Bay, with early identification provided by Bayfront Medical
Center for south county and Morton Plant, Mease, Suncoast and Women's Hospitals for
north county. It is completely voluntary on the part of the families.
At the end of fiscal year 94-95, there were 412 families receiving services (265 in south
county and 147 in north county). This represents an increase of 129 families from the end
of fiscal year 93-94. Team 4 in north county was added during the past fiscal year.
Additional capability will be added in both north and south county during the coming fiscal
year, including Team 5 in south county. The early identification portion of the program is
operating satisfactorily, meeting its primary purpose of bringing at risk families into the
program. Approximately 26% of families screened during this fiscal year were identified
as needing services, about the same as last year. Also during this fiscal year early
identification in north county was expanded to other hospitals where babies from families
in the designated census tracts are also born. This service continues to improve.
Demographically, the mean age of mothers in the program is 22.4; over 800/o are AfricanAmerican and unmarried. Almost all families are at or below the poverty level, 18% are
drug involved, and four mothers have been reported HIV positive (and no babies).
Immunizations are essentially up to date, as are administrations of the Denver ll(R) child
development instrument, which indicates that the vast majority of the babies are making
satisfactory progress. Bonding is good and over 900/o of the families have medical
facilities designated for their use. Crisis contacts with family support workers continue to
decrease as a function of time in the program.

c

Family support plans are being completed in a timely way. Those families whose goals are
specific, and who have established intervening goals and objectives, tend to make better
progress toward goal accomplishment. To reaffirm the family support plan as the
centerpiece of the relationship between the families and their family support workers, the
evaluators conducted staff training on goal setting during February, 1995. Many families

3

are making good progress, as documented in case files, in moving towards those goals
they have e~lished.
Healthy Families Pinellas essentially met or exceeded all of its measurable objectives for
the first half of the fiscal year. The only objective not fully met or exceeded in north
county was objective I 5: At least 9()0/o of actively enrolled mothers with subsequent
pregnancies will enter prenatal care during the first trimester (three months) of pregnancy.
Six of seven mothers with subsequent pregnancies during the first half of the fiscal year
(86%) actually had documented prenatal care during the first trimester. This does not
appear to be a significant deviation, based on the small sample size. In south county, HFP
met or exceeded all of its objectives except for objective 3: I 00% of actively enrolled
families in levels I and n will have been referred to community based resources as
documented in the family support plan/case records. 9()0/o will follow through with
referrals as documented in case records. The family support worker, with the support of
the field supervisor, determined that one teen mother who is living at home and has a good
support system in place did not require referral to any community-based resources. Thus
they did not achieve IOO%.
We have suggested that objective 3 be reviewed on the basis that it may have the
unintended consequence of actually reducing the number of community-based referrals.
We believe that requiring follow-up on the part of the family in each case of a communitybased referral may inhibit referrals when the family support worker suspects the family
may not follow-up on the referral. There are some data to indicate that this may be
happening.
The key indicator for Healthy Families Pinellas is confirmed cases of child abuse and
neglect arising in program families. During the fiscal year there was only one new case
(less than .3% of enrolled families). This record is even more impressive when
considering that at least 68 Healthy Families mothers were themselves past victims of
abuse and none have been reported as perpetrators while in the program. Of at least 23
mothers reported as abusers prior to enrollment, only one has been reported as a repeat
offender (in I992). We believe this is an excellent record.
In conclusion, all process and outcome measures we have examined show very positive
indications that the Healthy Families Pinellas Program is well managed and succeeding in
its stated objectives. Families are coalescing, infants are thriving, inappropriate behaviors
have been reduced, and JWB approved objectives are substantially being met. As we
noted last year, there may be room for improvement at the margins, but we believe the
program is fundamentally sound and is providing excellent service to the target
communities.
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Introduction
Healthy Families Pinellas (HFP) is a program for the prevention of child abuse and
neglect. It has two basic components: Early Identification (EID) and Outreach. EID
takes place at the Bayfront Medical Center in St. Petersburg for designated census tracts
in south Pinellas County and at Morton Plant, Mease, Suncoast and Women's Hospitals in
Clearwater for the census tracts in north county. Outreach provides intensive home
visiting by trained paraprofessional family support workers under the direct supervision of
professional social workers. Home visits result in providing a wide range of services,
including assistance with the family support plan, ,'.Ommunity support, crisis intervention,
parent education, linkage to medical resources, referral to social services, child assessment
and education, family centered and coordinated case management, transportation, and
respite care. HFP is modeled on the Hawaii Healthy Start program and receives technical
assistance from Healthy Families America and the National Committee for Prevention of
Child Abuse.
HFP is a cooperative effort among the HRS Pinellas County Health Unit (PCHU), Family
Service Centers, Inc., and the YWCA of Tampa Bay, as well as Bayfront Medical Center
and Morton Plant and the other hospitals for early identification. All workers in the
program are employees of one of the cooperating agencies. HFP is funded by the Juvenile
Welfare Board (JWB) of Pinellas County and a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation. It is available to families of newborns from the designated census tracts in
north and south Pinellas County. Families are referred by the appropriate medical facility
based on risk factors indicating potential for child abuse and/or neglect. In comparison
with other areas in the county, the service areas' maternal population is younger, more
likely to be unmarried, is less educated, and has a higher percentage of teenagers and
minorities. Service areas also have a high incidence of domestic violence and substance
abuse.
This report covers the period from October 1, 1994 through September 30, 1995. It is
submitted in partial fulfillment of the contract between JWB and the University of South
Florida, calling for an independent evaluation of Healthy Families Pinellas. This contract
was effective on March 1, 1994~ Carnot E. Nelson, Ph.D., Associate Chair, Department of
Psychology, is the principal investigator.
As we have done for previous reports, we have organized this report in terms of the
process by which families proceed through the program. For each stage, in conjunction
with the HFP staff, we have developed measures to evaluate success of the activities
included in the stage. In addition, we report on general outcome indicators, HFP
objectives, and other relevant issues. Observations and suggestions appear throughout the
report for consideration by JWB and other appropriate officials associated with HFP.
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Because HFP's primary purpose is to address the problem of child abuse and neglect, all
activities in which the HFP staff and management engage are viewed with this purpose in
mind.
5

Project Description
Healthy Families Pinellas is the Pinellas Cowity adaptation of the Hawaii Healthy Start
home-visitation program, established in 1985 by the Hawaii Family Stress Center in
Honolulu. The Hawaii program was adopted by the National Committee for Prevention of
Child Abuse as the model for Healthy Families America. HFP began in October, 1992, as
a cooperative among the PCHU, Family Service Centers, Inc., and the YWCA of Tampa
Bay, funded by JWB. It began with one team in St. Petersburg, covering seven designated
census tracts. Additional teams have been added over time, so there are now two teams
operating in both north and south county. The most recent is Team 4, added to north
county early in the fiscal year. From its inception, the fundamental goal was to identify
families at risk for child abuse/neglect and provide intensive home-visiting services in an
effort to reduce the risk and teach sound parenting.
HFP works with the family to develop a support plan that seeks to empower the family as
the ultimate broker of services. Intensity is based on family needs; services are available
for up to five years. Families are moved through various levels in the program as they
gain confidence in their ability to manage their own affairs, particularly with respect to
parenting. Participation is voluntary.
Two teams were added early in fiscal year 1993-1994: Team 2 in St. Petersburg and
Team 3 in Clearwater. Team 3 is funded partiaJJy by a grant from the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation. Team 4 was added to the north tracts early in fiscal year 1994-1995.
Team 5 will be added to south county early in fiscal year 95-96.
General program objectives which are approved by JWB include:
- Low rate of confirmed abuse and/or neglect in families
- Families appropriately referred by the medical facilities agree to accept services
- Families will have a documented family support plan within 90 days, which will
be updated on a regular basis
- Families will be referred to community based resources, and will follow through
·
on the referrals
- Families will be attentive to medical needs, including immunizations
- Where initiaJJy indicated, bonding will be improved
- The Denver 11 Developmental Assessment tool will be scheduled and used
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- Level IV families will show a decrease in changeable risk factors, as measured by
the Kempe Family Stress Checklist
- Crisis contacts by families to HFP will decrease after six months in the program
- Actively enrolled families will be referred for family planning; reduce subsequent
births to an interval of 24 months
- Subsequent pregnancies will receive pre-natal care in first trimester
- Increased knowledge of community resources
- Participation in parent support groups and/or other parent education activities
Program objectives were previously divided into different forms for first and second year
families, necessitating two reports, with additional reports added each year as the program
matured to age five. These procedures were changed during the fiscal year so that only
one report is required for each of the areas (north and south counties). We applaud this
revision. Except as noted below, we believe the objectives are sound and reflect what the
program should be doing.

c
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Early Identification (EID)
The principal purpose ofEID is to bring at-risk families into the program. During this
fiscal year, Bayfront EID workers screened 579 families; 188 screened positive and were
referred to the home visiting program, 197 screened negative and were not referred, 150
refused and there were 44 exceptions (e.g., fetal demise, removal by HRS, moving out of
the census tracts). In north county, a new EID worker began screening families whose
babies were born at hospitals other than Morton Plant (i.e., Mease, Suncoast, Women's).
This worker began in November, 1994. For the fiscal year in north county, 706 families
were screened; 145 screened positive and were referred to the home visiting program, 275
screened negative and were not referred, 49 refused, there were 78 exceptions and an
additional 159 screened positive, but were considered non-high risk (i.e., they scored
below the threshold of25 on the Kempe).

At program inception, it was assumed that 1.5 EID workers could reasonably screen 700
births, which would represent 900/o of the total population. Of those screened, it was
anticipated that 200/o (140) would be at risk and that 800/o of these (112) would accept
services. Moreover, it was assumed that another 200/o would drop out for various reasons
over the course of a year, leaving about 90 families active in the program. For fiscal year
93-94, the mean acceptance rate was actually 88% in the south tracts, with disenrollment
at the predicted rate of20%. In the north tracts, the mean acceptance rate was 94%;
disenrollment was about 5%. For fiscal year 94-95, we noted no meaningful changes in
the acceptance rates although, as noted in a subsequent section, discharges have increased.
During the first half of the fiscal year we noted a substantial difference in the refusal rate
(the ratio of refusals to total screenings) between north and south census tracts. Upon
further investigation, we discovered that there was a confounding between actual refusals
and those who were carried as refusals because EID workers were unable to contact them.
This has been resolved; for the last half of the fiscal year, refusal rates were 9% and 6%
for south and north counties respectively, and not a matter for concern. Likewise, the
fiscal year positive referral rate (the ratio of referrals to total screenings) is 20% for the
north and 34% for the south, almost the exact reverse of the situation for the preceding
fiscal year. We will continue to monitor this; at this point, we conclude that these rates
may well be cyclical. In any case, we do not see a trend, nor do we suspect that this
should be a matter of special concern.
One other suggestion to improve the EID process was to standardize the form used by the
major medical facilities in order to be able to use the data contained in them in a uniform
way. This was addressed by HFP and hospital social workers, and has been implemented.

As we suggested in the semi-annual report, EID workers are now routinely attending HFP
monthly management meetings and contributing to the integration of the EID and home
visiting services. One of the EID workers is scheduled to attend the Healthy Families
America annual meeting in Chicago during October, 1995. The interaction and exchange
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of infonnation with workers from other parts of the country should prove valuable as our
program continues to mature.
The Kempe Family Stress Checklist continues to do the job for which it is intended, i.e.,
identifying those families most at risk. A recent sample of family files (N=SO) showed the
mean Kempe score (for a single parent) was 33 for the north and south combined, with no
significant differences between north and south counties. During the last few weeks of the
fiscal year, the program was capped; as additional trained family support workers come on
line during the month of October, 1995, all families will be offered services. Nevertheless,
as we suggested in the semi-annual report, there is likely to come a time when there will
be too many families to be accommodated by the limited staff. Management is prepared to
again cap the program when it becomes necessary. A subcommittee, of which the
assistant evaluator is a member, continues to address additional options to ensure the
families most at risk receive the services.
In summary, EID continues to operate in a satisfactory manner in producing the required

number of families for the program. Any changes to the process should be minor, and
focused primarily on how to handle the anticipated overabundance of eligible families.

c
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Transfer to Family Support Worker
Included in this section are data on current enrollment, discharges, and selected family
demographics. Of those identified by screening as eligible, over 9QO/o agree to accept
services. We have previously noted that this percentage is steadily increasing, which we
attribute to HFP's favorable reputation in the communities where it is operating.

Current EnroUment
At the close of the fiscal year, family enrollment was as shown:
Team

U\'el

I

D

m

IV

ISS

X

Totals

46

32

28

2

4

14

126

170.00

2

92

15

18

0

3

11

139

212.25

3

53

16

0

4

10

84

142.00

4

29

13

10

0

5

6

63

95.50

Totall

220

76

!17

2

16

41

412

619.75

Weigbtecl Totals

These statistics represent a net increase of 129 families over the fiscal year, with an
increased weight of 151.00. There are 29 second case children in the program. Team 4
began operations during October, 1994, and covers designated census tracts in north
county with Tearn 3. T earns 1 and 2 continue to provide services in the south census
tracts. Levels and weights are defined below.
Level 1:

Entry level, requiring weekly visits by the family support worker. Case
load weight is 2.

Level ll:

Families are moved to Level II when they can get along with biweekly
visits and telephone/drop-by contact. Case load weight is 1.

Level m:

.Families are moved to Level ill when they can get along with monthly
visits interspersed with periodic telephone contact. Case load weight is .5.

Level IV:

Families are moved to Level IV when they can get along with quarterly
visits and periodic telephone contact. Case load weight is .25.

Level ISS:

Reflects family needs beyond weekly interactions and requires intense
efforts by the family support worker. Case load weight is 3.
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Level X:

Identifies families who resist participation or demonstrate other problems
preventing normal home visits and activities, or who have moved from the
target area but are expected to return. Generally, families who remain on
Level X for three months, and are not expected to be reinstated, are
discharged from the program. Case load weight is .25.

Ideally, case load weight for each family support worker should not be greater than 30, the
equivalent of 15 families on Level I. Field supervisors manage their family support
worker's case loads to ensure that this ideal is not exceeded. We continue to believe that
this relatively low case load for each family support worker, a unique feature ofHFP,
contributes substantially to program success by permitting concentrated effort on each
family.
Another unique factor we have observed in this regard is the large number of other people
in the family households who benefit from services provided by HFP. As of September
30, 1995, there are an average of 4.4 other people living in each household, including
siblings, parents, relatives, and others. Thus over 1,800 people are directly or indirectly
benefiting from and otherwise being influenced by the program.

Progress Through Levels

c

There were 31 families during this fiscal year progressing from level I to level ll, 48
families from level ll to level ill and two families from level ill to level IV. Put another
way, nearly 20% of the families enrolled at the end of the year had made sufficient ·
progress during the year to be "promoted" to the next level. This compares favorably with
last year, when 13% of families were advanced to the next level. Data to date indicate
approximately 8-12 months spent at level I on average, and an additional 6-8 months spent
at level ll. This is wide variability in these figures, however, and we caution against
drawing conclusions about the amount of time spent at each level. We have continued to
look at the relationship between scores on the Kempe Family Stress Checklist and
progress through program levels, but we have not found a statistically significant
correlation that would permit prediction of success (or progress) on the basis of the
Kempe score. There continues to be movement into and out of Level ISS and Level X,
although there are no trends that appear to be cause for concern.
We note for the first time that families are moving to level IV. According to the policy,
when families achieve this level, they are to be reassessed using the Kempe Family Stress
Checklist. At the present time, only EID workers are trained to administer this
instrument. There have been several instances in which families are ready for
advancement to level IV but are unwilling or unable to go to the appropriate hospital for
the assessment. Since this final assessment is primarily for the use of the program and not
the families, management may wish to consider other solutions; for example, the High
Risk Family Specialist could be trained to administer the Kempe in the home. We are
concerned that families simply will not want to take time out of their busy schedules to
make what they might well view as an unnecessary trip to the hospital.
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Discharges
During the fiscal year, there were 110 families discharged from HFP for reasons shown:

Number Discharged

Reason*

5

L

22

v

73

N

7

0

3

D

Total

110

*Reason Codes:

L- Lack of progress (e.g., family refuses family

support worker visits)
V - Voluntary withdrawal
N - No longer eligible (e.g., family moves out of
census tract)
0- Other
D - Death of infant
This represents roughly a four-fold increase over the preceding fiscal year. This discharge
rate of about 26% is somewhat higher than the predicted rate of 20%. However, we see
no particular cause for concern since about 65% of the discharges are because the families
are no longer eligible. This means they have moved out of the designated census tracts,
almost always to better housing and more secure neighborhoods.

Demographics
Age

Age of mothers ofthe target children as of September 30, 1995 range from 13 to 40, with
a mean of 22.4 years. 21% of mothers are classified as child parents, i.e., they are less
than 18 years of age.
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Ethnicity
As of September 30, 1995, ethnic makeup of the families is approximately 5% Hispanic
(mostly in the north tracts), 13% white (again, mostly in the north), and 81% AfiicanAmerican, with less than 1% Asian or other ethnic group.
It should be noted that the situation involving a relatively large number of undocumented
illegal aliens discussed in last year's report, most from Mexico and other Latin American
countries, has stabilized. From time to time, intake has been capped due to the caseload
of the only Spanish speaking family support worker. There is some turnover, however, as
families move out of the area and some return to their home countries. Moreover, these
families tend to progress through levels comparatively rapidly, principally because they
have more stable family units with greater support systems in place, and they tend to have
jobs in greater numbers. The concerns previously expressed over this population appear
to have been at least somewhat ameliorated.

Marital Status
Approximately 83% of the mothers in the program are unmarried, 10% are married, 4%
have live-in companions and 3% are divorced or separated.

Family Income
There has been no significant change in the income levels reported by the families from the
first year. This continues to be a difficult item about which to get accurate information.
Only about 700/o of the families have reported income in the files, and of these fully 95%
have incomes less than $10,000. It is safe to assume that nearly all of the families are at or
below the poverty level.

Drug Involvement

C

As of September 30, 1995, there were 75 families categorized as drug involved (DIF),
about 18% of the total number of families, no change on a percentage basis from last year.
Again, however, we note that of these 75 families, a disproportionate share are in the
north tracts (44 families, or 59%). This represents a slight increase from last year. While
there can be no question that these families require assistance, we believe that the level of
expertise required for them could easily overload the capabilities of the paraprofessional
family support workers, the presence of a nurse in the north notwithstanding. In partial
recognition of the potential adverse impact drug abuse can have on family progress, a
program specialist was added during the past fiscal year whose duties involve dealing
intensively with those families with a greater clinical need for assistance, especially in the
area of drug involvement. Nevertheless, we believe that any further increase in the DIF
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percentage may be injurious to the program, and we suggest that program management
examine this issue with a view to reducing intake of these families. It seems to us that
Healthy Start DIF might be a more appropriate place for at least some of them.
HIV

There are four cases reported of mothers testing positive for HIV~ no babies have tested
positive. There does not appear to be a problem, although we will continue monitoring
this statistic.
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Family Support Worker - Family Relationships
In this section we address two major areas: The family support pJan and family activities.
In that regard, this section contains both process and outcome information.

Family Support Plans
We continue to believe that a major key to the success of the Healthy Families Pinellas
program is the development and implementation of good family support plans. The
attitude of the family support workers and the field supervisors toward this instrument is
good, based on our conversations with them, although we will examine this in more detail
during an upcoming survey of family support workers. HFP objectives call for the family
support plan to be completed within three months of enrollment, an objective that is met
and, in many cases, exceeded throughout the program. To be effective, the family support
plan should be a living document that represents the goals of family members and has
utility in tracking family empowerment over time. Accordingly, the distinction between
long-term goals and the steps that need to be taken to achieve them is an important one.
This is an area in which the family support worker can be vital. Only by continued
emphasis will the family focus on its goals; lack of emphasis will inevitably lead to
fiustration as the goals seemingly become more distant and difficult to accomplish. With
the objective of making this abundantly clear to the family support workers, we conducted
goal-setting seminars with all family support workers during February, 1995.
We are continuing our systematic review of family case files, one objective of which is to
examine family goals and the progress reported, using content analysis and other statistical
techniques. An undergraduate honors student, under the supervision of the principal
investigator, is preparing her thesis on this subject, using Healthy Families Pinellas as the
vehicle to examine, among other things, the relationship of goal setting to progress in the
program.
We have some anecdotal evidence to support the notion not only that goal setting is useful
to our families, but that the program is having a beneficial impact on them as they seek to
improve their circumstances. Four ••success stories" are presented below. Names have
been changed to protect the privacy of the individuals concerned.
Teresa is a 23 year old, single African-American with three children, a 6 year old son, a 4 year old
daughter and a 29 month old daughter. She entered Healthy Families on the birth of her last child, in
May, 1993. At that time, sbe was living with her maternal grandmother in a three bedroom bouse. She
was on AFDC and food stamps, bad no job and few prospects. She bad dropped out of high school in the
11th grade when she became pregnant with her first child As is the policy, she was presented with the
challenge of articulating her goals as part ofthe preparation of the family support plan. This was a real
eye~ner for her. She bad some relatively vague ideas about what she wanted to do, including solving
her transportation problems, getting a place of her own for her and her children and get her GED with a
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view towards getting a job. She did not know how to get started on an action plan. With the assistance of
her family support worker, she completed her family support plan and established some concrete goals.
Each of her goals was turned into stqHJy-step plans that were attainable in reasonable timeframes. As a
result of her efforts - and a lot of help from her family support worker - Teresa has completed the Even
Start GED program. has her own two bedroom apartment. is working, has bought a car, has her children
enrolled in school and will begin classes at St. Petersburg Junior College in January, 1996. Her family
support worker rates her parenting skills as very good, and much enhanced since she entered the program.

Jeaa is 24 year old, single African-American of Jamaican origin. She entered Healthy Families on the
birth of her third child in April, 1993 (she has two other children, one of whom lives with her family in
Jamaica). Al that time, she was living in a run-<lown apartment with no income other than her IRS
refund, no transportation, bad DO family in the US except an abusive father whom she avoided and was
essentially isolated with DO support system. With the assistance of a highly dedicated and forceful family
support worker, Jean began to take an interest in a family support plan, establish goals and reach out for
support. In spite of the fact that she does not believe in AFDC and has consistently refused to apply for it.
she has taken control of her life without that sort of financial assistance. She returned to work as a
nurse's assistant (CNA) and moved to a house which she subsequently purchased through the WIN
program. She returned to school and is awaiting a retest on her GED examination. She visited Jamaica
with her children and plans a second trip in December; both trips were paid for by her CNA salary. Her
family support worker assisted her in learning how to budget and how to persevere towards her goals. She
has become active in a local church and made many new friends. Jean has made remarkable progress,
and will soon be advanced to level IV.
Amber is a 23 year old, married white female with two children. She became involved with Healthy
Families on the birth of her second child in November, 1994. Al that time, she and her boyfriend were
living in homeless shelters, with occasional forays to subsidized apartments. She was evicted several
times when it was discovered her boyfriend was living with her. He was on drugs and, like Amber, was in
and out of work. During this period, she wrote about $5,000 worth of bad checks. Her family support
worker was extremely diligent in attempting to maintain contact with her and assist her with a sua:ession
of crises, nearly all involving the lower order needs of food, shelter and related areas such as electricity
and other utilities. She and her boyfriend recently married, he is going into PAR for drug rehabilitation
and they have a new place to live. She is DOw working and \\ill soon begin making restitution on the bad
checks. It appears that her situation is stabilizing; she has begun talking about some goals, including
getting off the system, getting her family into an improved environment and pursuing school to become a
nurse assistant. In the short time she has been with HFP, Amber has bad a series of substantial ups and
downs, but has developed a positive attitude and seems to be getting on track. Her family support worker
is confident she has turned the comer, although it is doubtful she would have made even this modest
amount of progress without the services of Healthy Families. Amber is at Ievell

Carmen is a 16 year old single Hispanic female with one child. She entered Healthy Families on the birth
of her child in December, 1993; she was 14 years old at the time. She was physically abused by her
. parents and bad a highly chaotic home life. Wben she disoovered she was pregnant, she considered
abortion. She was also suicidal, making at least one attempt by cutting her wrists. Since being with
Healthy Families, however, Carmen has made substantial progress. She graduated from Clearwater High
School in June, 1995 and has started PI'EC in nursing. She plans attending St. ~g Junior College.
Although she remains in the somewhat disruptive home, she has establ.ishc:d a degree of independciK:e and
is in the process of establishing a family unit with the father of her baby. She is espccially auentive to the
baby and enjoys a good bonding relationship. She does not bave to be reminded of medical appointments,
immunizations and the like, and has been 1DCMd to level m. She also enjoys a good relationship with her
family support worker and has been helped immeasurably in setting goals and moving toward their
accomplishment.
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These "success stories" contain some useful information. First, progress is measured from
the point where the family starts and is in no sense an absolute. Second, goals that are
specific, sequential, and achievable in a relatively short period will more likely be
accomplished than those that lack specificity and do not include a tirneframe in which the
goal should be achieved. But substantial judgment on the part of family support workers
is required when assisting families with goals. Put another way, establishing a goal to
return to school will not be attended to by a mother whose children are hungry. Gentle
persuasion seems in order, and we believe the family support workers are doing well in
this regard. The ongoing study is expected to affirm the impact of goal setting. We
continue to believe that what really separates those families making progress from those
who are not lies in their ability to focus on their goals and to approach them in small steps.
On balance, our review to date shows that family support workers are meeting the
requirement to assist in preparing the family support plan within the prescribed tirneframe
and, for the most part, update them as necessary. We see positive signs that the family
support plan is becoming the centerpiece of the relationship between the family support
worker and the family. The overall objective of HFP is to reduce child abuse and neglect,
and everything done in the program is pointed toward this, essentially by empowering the
family to take control of their own lives, to take charge. This seems to be happening.

Family Activities
The family activities outlined in this section are related directly to HFP objectives or are
conducted in support of them. Because the due dates of this report and HFP' s report do
not coincide, comments in this section are keyed to the HFP Report for the first half of the
fiscal year only. Data for the entire fiscal year are not yet available to us.

Immunizations
An area of considerable interest to HFP management and field supervisors, the results are
excellent, with at least 93% compliance with recommended immunization schedules.
Although complete data are not available, we know that non-HFP children in family
homes are also benefiting from this emphasis..
Denverll(R)
The revised Denver II is an instrument designed to measure child development. Family
support workers are trained in its administration and are supervised by their field
supervisors. Our review of the program shows that Denvers are being administered
according to program schedules more than 95% of the time; when developmental
problems are discovered they are appropriately referred. Related to the Denver is the
matter of weight gain, which continues to be satisfactory in all but a very few cases, which
are addressed appropriately.
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Our examination of selected files shows that in some cases family support workers do not
appear confident in administering the Denver ll(R). Management is aware of this concern.
Additional training may be appropriate.
Medical Homes

More than 900/o of the families have a medical home designated. Again, this is an area that
receives substantial emphasis from family support workers and field supervisors.
Bonding

Bonding between mother (and father when present) and infant is an issue of considerable
importance to family support workers and field supervisors. At least 90% of those who
. initially showed bonding problems have demonstrated improvement. Bonding does not
appear to be a significant problem in HFP families.
Parenting Classes

Parenting classes continue to meet with mixed results. Time schedules and transportation
problems have combined to hold down attendance, with seldom more than 6-8 mothers
attending. HFP management reports that one of the most important and beneficial aspects
of the classes, in addition to the infonnation imparted, is the opportunity afforded the
participants to interact with each other as a sort of support group. To the extent that
resources are available, we believe these classes should continue to be offered. In the final
analysis, however, the entire HFP program is geared to teaching parenting skills in the
home through instruction and modeling. The lack of attendance at the parenting classes
does not appear to be critical to program success, even though the classes are useful.
Crisis Contacts

Crisis contacts continue to show a decrease across time and levels. In other words, these
sorts of contacts decrease as a function of both time in the program and advancement in
program level. Because these types of contacts are not typical of all families, however,
even those in Level ISS, we suggest that this is not a particularly useful measure in the
aggregate.
Famlly Satisfaction Sunreys
At the time of this report, HFP management and selected officials at JWB are reviewing a

proposed survey to be administered to families regarding their satisfaction with the
Healthy Families Pinellas program. When finalized, the questionnaire will be reviewed by
the Institutional Review Board at the University of South Florida. We anticipate being
able to administer it before the end of the year and report the results in the next semiannual report.
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Selected Family Outcomes

During the fiscal year, a considerable number of families have made substantial progress in
improving their circumstances. The list below contains some of the most significant
accomplishments~ numbers in parentheses are the minimum number of families who have
achieved the goal or are involved.
- Completed GED (10)
- Enrolled in GED, returned to school, vocational training, junior college (41)
- Obtained better housing (83)
- Obtained jobs or improved their job situation (57)
- Taking English as a second language (8)
Others have successfully completed drug rehabilitation, had children returned from HRS
protective custody, and left abusive relationships. While not aU of this progress can be
attributed solely to HFP, we suggest that the attention paid to these families by their
family support workers and the field supervisors was a major contributing factor in
building self-esteem and encouraging them to strike out on their own, taking them to
accomplishments they might not otherwise have attained.
We reviewed six cases of second case children where the Kempe Family Stress Checklist
was inadvertently administered at the time of the second birth. We noted a decrease in
scores between the time of the first and second births in five of the six cases, with the
other remaining the same. This bodes weD for the expectations of decreased Kempe
scores as families advance to level IV.
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Abuse Reports
The true measure of the effectiveness of the HFP program is the extent to which it has a
positive outcome in reducing the incidence of child abuse or neglect.
During fiscal year 94-95 there was one confirmed report of neglect, which occurred in
north county. This represents less than 0.3% of families enrolled in the program. Of
particular interest is the fact that at least 68 HFP mothers were themselves past victims of
abuse as reported by the Florida Protective Services System. None has been the subject of
a report as the perpetrator of abuse or neglect while in the HFP program. Of at least 23
HFP mothers who were reported as perpetrators prior to enrollment, only one has been
reported as a repeat offender (in fiscal year 92-93, when the baby was removed from the
home).
Placing this in context, the 1992 Coordinated Human Services Needs Assessment for
Pinellas County shows a verified abuse rate for children under 17 years of age of 17 per
thousand.
As noted previous reports, we believe this is a good record, notwithstanding the absence
of any experimental, causal data that would show conclusively that these results are due to
HFP interventions. The facts are that some of the mothers were themselves past victims
of abuse, some had been perpetrators prior to enrolling in the program, and they are not
now abusing or neglecting their children. We conclude that HFP is at least partially
responsible.

HFP Measurable Objectives
HFP measurable objectives are negotiated between HFP management and JWB, which
approves them. The objectives were revised for fiscal year 94-95 to simplify the reporting
process without impacting the integrity of the objectives. We have examined the reports
for north and south counties for the first half of the fiscal year. There do not appear to be
any significant differences between north and south county with respect to achieving
measurable objectives, nor does the existence of the undocumented illegal aliens in north
county skew results.

In north county, HFP met or exceeded all of its objectives except for object 15: At least
900/o of the actively enrolled mothers with subsequent pregnancies who disclose they are
pregnant within the first three months will enter prenatal care within the first trimester of
pregnancy, as measured by records of prenatal care at Pinellas County Public Health Unit
and from private providers. Of the seven mothers who disclosed pregnancy, only six
(86%) received prenatal care in the first trimester.
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In south county, HFP met or exceeded all of its objectives except for objective 3: 1000/o
of actively enrolled families in levels I and D will have been referred to community based
resources as documented in the family support plan/case records. 90% will follow
through with referrals as documented in case records. The family support record, with the
support of the field supervisor, determined that one teen mother who is living at home and
has a good support system in place did not require referral to any community-based
resources. Thus they did not achieve 100%.
We believe objective 3 should be reviewed. In almost every case, referral to communitybased resources is essential for families to get the help they need. We are concerned that
the second part of the objective could have the unintended consequence of actually
reducing the number of referrals made. Depending on how "follow through with
referrals" is defined, we can see instances in which a family support worker might restrict
the number of referrals intended to solve a particular problem. For example, if a family
reported to its family support worker that they had no money for food, they might be
referred to a food locker, the Salvation Anny and a local church. Before the family could
react, a relative might provide money for food, making follow up with the referrals
unnecessary. As worded, however, the objective would cause a report that three referrals
were not followed up. Thus, while well intended, this objective might in fact reduce the
number of referrals.
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For purposes of preparing the quarterly Robert Wood Johnson report, we have maintained
referral records for north county~ we do not have similar records for south county. These
records reveal the following:
Number of Referrals per Family
3rd Quarter, FY 93-94

6.43

3rd Quarter, FY 94-9S

1.25

4tb Quarter, FY 93-94

4.72

4tb Quarter, FY 94-fS

.76

We cannot say with certainty that the new objective is the sole cause of this decrease in
the community-based referral rate, nor do we suggest that the family support workers are
consciously reducing the number of referrals. Our impression of the family support
workers is that they will do whatever .is necessary to get assistance for their families.
Nevertheless, it is not unreasonable to anticipate that referrals will be made with a certain
amount of caution, and made only when there is a reasonable chance that the family will
actually follow through. HFP and JWB may want to reexamine this objective with a view
towards ensuring that problems giving rise to the referrals are solved, irrespective of the
number of referrals that the family actually follows up.
There is one other issue that JWB may wish to address. The reports that we have
prepared appear to serve not only as an evaluation of the program, but also as a sort of a
21

historical summary of the program as it matures. It is a source of concern that we are not
able to comment fully on the HFP objectives in a timely way because of the difference in
the due dates of the two reports. It appears to us that the data reported in the annual
report should reflect what happened during the fiscal year, as does the report by HFP on
its measurable objectives. Therefore, we suggest that the due dates on our report be
adjusted to coincide with those ofHFP. This will also remove a burden on the clerical
staff in running duplicate reports, which in many cases do not cover the same time frames.
We offer this suggestion for JWB consideration.

Program Management
In our opinion, program management is sound. The staff is dedicated to the success of the
program and to improving the lives of their families. Addition of families over the fiscal
year has been handled smoothly. Six family support workers left during the year; they
departed for personal reasons or promotion opportunities. The nurse in north county was
also reassigned, and has been replaced. The addition of the High Risk Family Specialist
has been particularly helpful to the program by providing someone to assist family support
workers with especially difficult cases.

There has been considerable turnover in clerical staff, especially in Team 1. We believe
part of the problem may be a result of improper (or inadequate) classification of these
positions. Management may wish to consider asking for a job analysis and review of these
important positions to ascertain whether they are appropriately classified.
The new computer system continues to offer challenges to the program. Management
advises that a recently assigned computer programmer is expected to alleviate some of the
problems that have been encountered. It is absolutely essential in our opinion that the
program be able to access all the screens in the HR.S system which impact on Healthy
Families Pinellas. In addition, the program needs to be able to create its own fields in
order to maintain records related to its measurable objectives and other important parts of
the program.
At the time of this writing, a proposed job satisfaction survey for family support workers
is circulating among HFP management and selected officials at JWB. It will be handled as
described above for the family survey. We should be able to report the results in the semiannual report.

Organizational relationships among the three members of the consortium remain good.
The management team provides overall direction for the program. Problems seldom arise,
but when they do, they are worked out for the benefit of the program. JWB has been
highly supportive.
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Evaluation Team Activities
The evaluation team's contract with JWB was effective on March 1, 1994. Since that
time, we have maintained good working relationships with program management, family
support workers, and officials at the JWB. We continue to attend all HFP management
meetings and meet at least weekly with staff. Mar.y of our activities have been covered
earlier in this report. In all respects, we consider ourselves as full members of the HFP
team.
The principal investigator attended the April, 1995 meeting of the evaluation network of
Healthy Families America (HFA) in Chicago. Both evaluators have been appointed as
members of the research questions committee of the evaluation network. In October,
1995, we will attend a meeting of the evaluation network, followed by the annual HFA
meeting, at which we have been asked to make a presentation.
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We have been able to involve a number of graduate and undergraduate students from USF
on a voluntary basis to assist in making the program better. In addition to the goal setting
study mentioned above, we have a graduate student looking at possible alternatives or
supplements to the Denver ll(R) as a development measure. We anticipate continuing to
seek these volunteers as long as they are well received and can make meaningful
contributions to the program.

Conclusions
All process and outcome measures we have examined continue to show very positive
indications that the Healthy Families Pinellas Program is succeeding in its stated
objectives. Families are coalescing, infants are thriving, inappropriate behaviors have been
reduced, and JWB approved objectives are substantially being met. As we noted last year,
there may be room for improvement at the margins, but we believe the program is
fundamentally sound and is providing excellent service to the target communities.
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Executive SIJIDIDU')'
How do families participating in The Total Family Strategy program feel about the kinds of
supports they are reCeiving? Are they making progress? What kinds of supports do 1FS
~provide to families? What exactly does a case manager do? What does a therapist on
the team do, and how do these members interact as a team? Are the four agencies who
provide 1FS implementing the program consistently?
The Total Family Strategy program was implemented in 1992 in order to provide intensive
supports to families at risk for utilizing a large nwnber of social semces. This home-based
model consists of case management and provision of therapeutic semces when necessary.
Four agencies deliver the 1FS program in order to meet the needs of residents throughout
Pinellas County.
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A case study methodology was used to examine program implementation and effectiveness.
Eight case studies were conducted to gather detailed infonnatiOQ about the way the agencies
work with 1FS families. The families were randomly chosen. Parents were interviewed in
their homes, 1FS staff were inteMewed, and families' case records were reviewed
The case studies revealed that the four agencies are implementing the Total Family Strategies
program differently. One important factor that contributes to differences in program
implementation is the severity and cllronicity of the issues families bring to the program.
Although TFS was designed to sezve families before they require extensive, "deep-end"
services, four of the eight families already exhibited indicators of deqHm systems
experience, as indicated by their involvement with protective semces or corrections, or had
serious issues, such as active substance abuse and/or severe mental health problems.
Quantitative data collected on 1FS families confinned that many families were dealing with
very significant issues, such as recovering from domestic violence and/or past_sexual abuse;
severe financial distress, etc. and that, on average, families exhibited seven out of nine
possible risk factors. The nature of the families sezved in the program has profound
implications for the families and for staff. Staff are not trained adequately to work with
deeper-end families, and in fact, that is not the purpose of the program. Recommendations
inClude revising the risk factor checklist, the mechanism used to saeen families for eligibility
into the program, and developing procedures for refcning non-eligible families to more
appt opriate comnnmity resources. This is important for maintaining program integrity.
The specific steps that staff take in working with a family were examined in some detail.
These included the extent to which a comprehensive assessment of the family was done, how
that infomiation was used to develop a case plan, the degree to which parents felt involved
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and felt included in the development of the plan, and the degree to which the plan appeared
to be a fimctional tool that guided case practice. The assessment process and development of
the case plan were identified as areas needing improvemen~ as was improved coordination
with other service providers. All agencies needed to develop a mechanism for reviewing
cases more frequently than every six months. There is also a need in some agencies to
improve clinical leadership and supervision of staff \Wo work directly with families.

Families were generally very satisfied with the emotional support provided by the program.
One mother struggling with a difficult home situation stated, "[The case manager] "has been
there whenever I needed her, no matter what time of day. She gives me suggestions and then
lets me make up my own mind She doesn't tell me what to do." [The case manager and
therapist] have kept me from going off the deep end ..they give me tools to deal with the
kids; they tell me what avenues I have open to me, and what I don't. .." Another mother said,
"Whatever your dream is, you can find it... you can stand on their shoulders and reach for
your dream."
The case studies also highlighted lack of certain community resOurces, especially as they
relate to the 1FS goal of reducing dependence on social services and promoting selfsufficiency. The 1FS model envisions staff as advocates for specific needs of families, such
as housing services, transportation, and child care. Affordable child care, affordable and
accessible housing, better employment opportunities, and more accessible tl"ampe>rtation were
described by staff as barriers to helping families meet their educational and job training goals.
Although staff are supposed to advocate for families (and do), they also experience fiustration
with "the system." As one case manager noted, "I queue up in the system, just like everyone
else."
In his discussion of process evaluations of family support programs, Powell (1994) notes that
implementing programs requires "enormous 8l1lO\.Ults of time to reach a stable level of
operation, generally from one to three years." 1FS began in 1992 and is now maturing and
stabilizing. At the most recent Interagency Council meeting, the Directors and Clinical
Directors of the four agencies aeated a sulH:otmnittee to examine the array of community
resources available to families. Their willingness to explore this issue may well lead to
improvements in the availability and accessibility of needed resources to 1FS families. At
the most recent 1FS Team Meeting, there was a genuine sharing among the team members
about community resources and methods for accessing·them. Efforts such as these at both the
team and executive director level can aeate an atmosphere of support and excitement that is
necessary as this program continues to mature.
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FORWARD
"The Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) believes that active advocacy efforts
must extend to the full scope of problems, policies, and practices which
affect the well being of children and families" (from JWB's Statement of
Goals and Operating Principles). It is under this premise, the Board's
1996 Legislative Issues were developed with assistance from its Public
Policy Committee.
This document is one of the tools the Juvenile Welfare Board will use in
communicating its issues to the Legislature for the 1996 Legislative Session.
The appendixes includes: The 1996 Legislative Issues - probable committees
of reference, and a legislative calendar. The directory of the Pinellas County
Legislative Delegation, which includes their committee assignments is attached.
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.----------------------------------------------------------------------------EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Juvenile Welfare Board's 1996 legislative program is a result of gathering
information from JWB funded agencies, Community Councils (membership is 75% lay
citizenry), and its Public Policy Committee (composed of professional and lay
members). The issues were discussed and refined at a workshop with the Board and
the Public Policy Committee on September 21, 1995 and the Board's November 12,
1995 regular meeting.
This document includes the Board's position and background/analysis for the 1996
Legislative Issues. There are also issues of on-going interest to the Board which will
be maintained (see Matrix of Legislative Activity).
Following is an alphabetical listing of the 1996 Legislative Issues and related position.

BLOCK GRANTS

Establish a block grant transition period which will allow a fair, open, and
timely process for planning and implementing block grant programs as
effectively and efficiently as possible.
Prohibit unfunded mandates to local government.
Provide a reasonable transition in order to provide local governments sufficient
time to adjust their own laws, budgets, and administrative procedures for those
added responsibilities they choose to assume.

Maintain state fiscal support for services, at no less than fiscal year 1994-95
level during the transition period.
Limit state administration costs to maximize service delivery, yet provide
appropriate accountability and oversight.
Channel, where appropriate, block grants directly to local governments with
minimal administrative and programmatic mandates.
CHILD ABUSE/CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

Oppose the sanction of corporal punishment in state law.
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CHILD CARE
Support the expansion of quality programs to ensure families access to care for
infants, preschoolers, and school-age children.
Support the creation of a central administrative structure for early childhood
care and education programs and services, in order to provide a more efficient
and cost-effective system.
Support the maintenance of current law relating to the Child Development
Associate (CDA) or its equivalent for the credentialing of child-care staff.
CHILD SAFETY
Support enactment of legislation requiring all children 16 and under to wear a
bicycle helmet while biking.
Support enactment of legislation requiring all backyard swimming pools to have
four-sided fencing.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Oppose the creation of a separate department for the delivery of health
care services.
JUVENILE JUSTICE
Support the development of a continuum of quality gender-appropriate
programming and services for females, within each service region.
Support a full continuum of juvenile justice programs from prevention to
rehabilitation and aftercare services to provide reintegration into the community.
PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
Require police reports to include the name (or best known name) of the parent
or legal guardian of a minor committing an offense covered under F.S. 741.24
PREVENTION
Support the maintenance and continued development of prevention legislative
strategies that offers basic family support before problems develop or worsen.
Support the creation of a funding stream for prevention services.
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WELFARE REFORM

Support welfare reform efforts that focus on strengthening families and
providing those who cannot work with sufficient income, while providing those
expected to make the transition to work with appropriate education and training,
jobs, health care, child care, and other necessary support.
Support the review of evaluation data from current demonstration projects prior
to a comprehensive revision of Florida's welfare system.

Due to the number of issues and limited staff, the Board established a matrix for
legislative activity and has assigned issues to a specific category of activity. This
information is provided in the following charts.
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CATEGORIES OF LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY

CATEGORY

Issues of Major Emphasis

ACTIVITY

.
.
.
.

.
Issues of Concern

.

.

.
Issues of Interest

.

Issues to Monitor

.

.

Track legislation
Communicate with groups directly
involved
Disseminate information to
interested parties
Perform bill analysis
Maintain ongoing contact with legislators
and committee staff
Track legislation
Communicate with groups directly
involved
Disseminate information to
interested parties
Track legislation
Communicate with groups directly
involved
Track legislation
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MATRIX OF LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY
ISSUE

MAJOR
EMPHASIS

CONCERN

INTEREST

MONITOR

1996/SSUES

Block Grants
Child Abuse/Corporal Punishment
Child Care
Child Safety
Department of Health
Juvenile Justice
Parental Responsibility
Prevention
Welfare Reform

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ON-GOING ISSUES

Appropriations Act
Community Redevelopment
Agencies
Children's Services Districts
Florida Retirement System
.Health & Human Services Board
Special District Accountability

X
X
X
X
X
X

.-------------------------------------------------------ISSUE:

Block Grants

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Establish a block grant transition period which will allow a fair, open, and timely
process for planning and implementing block grant programs as effectively and
efficiently as possible.
Prohibit unfunded mandates to local government.
Provide a reasonable transition in order to provide local governments sufficient
time to adjust their own laws, budgets, and administrative procedures for those
added responsibilities they choose to assume.
Maintain state fiscal support for services, at no less than fiscal year 1994-95
level during the transition period.
Limit state administration costs to maximize service delivery, yet provide
appropriate accountability and oversight.
Channel, where appropriate, block grants directly to local governments with
minimal administrative and programmatic mandates.

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:
Congress is currently considering several proposals that will eliminate a number
of categorical programs and consolidate those dollars into block grants to the
states. The objective of this approach is to assist in balancing the federal
budget through reduced spending levels and to allow greater program and
spending flexibility to the states. There are fourteen block grants contemplated
by the 1995 budget resolution. They include :
- Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (replaces four programs: Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), AFDC Administration, Job
Opportunities and Basic Skills (JOBS), Energy Assistance
Administration)
- Child Protection (replaces twenty-two programs like Adoption, Foster
Care, and Independent Living)
- Child Care and Development (replaces seven programs)
- Family Nutrition (combines WIG, Child and Adult Care Food, etc.)
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Although there is still debate on the various types of block grants and the
implementation formulae, states must address the equitable allocation of the
funds. The administration of block grant programs in Florida should begin with
the establishment of a reasonable transition period during which implementation
plans can be developed and resources are not committed to allocation patterns
which cannot be later adjusted. Decisions to change or eliminate s~rvices
should be made only after there is time to review the effect on consumers,
providers, local and state governmental agencies, and other available
community resources. A major concern is the expectation of local governments
and communities to assume greater responsibility of the administration and
delivery of health and human services.
The state should make every effort to eliminate duplicative and excessive
administrative processes and structures in order to maximize the funding that
will be available for services. The reduced federal role in funding services will
require a greater non-federal role if the state wishes to maintain the level of
services currently provided or to address unserved, under-served, and/or
increasing populations. Florida should not use block grants as a means to solve
its budget problems. A transition period would provide adequate time for
planning, allow for equitable funding adjustments, maintain quality standards,
and minimize confusion during a time of fundamental, structural change.
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ISSUE:

Child Abuse/Corporal Punishment

c
RECOMMENDATION:
Oppose the sanction of corporal punishment in state law.

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:
For the past two session, efforts have been made to enact legislation which
stated corporal punishment of a child by a parent or guardian does not in itself
constitute abuse. One proposal also prohibited a governmental body from
prohibiting a parent or guardian from administering corporal punishment on
governmental property. Gov. Chiles vetoed the legislation due to procedural
issues raised by prosecutors; the 1995 legislation died on the calendar. It is
anticipated, similar legislation will be submitted for the 1996 Session.
Corporal punishment is one of many alternatives available to parents. No
particular form of discipline should be sanctioned by the state. The discipline of
one's child should remain a family matter, as long as no abuse occurs.
While recognizing a parents' authority to discipline their child, any language
which prohibits a governmental body from prohibiting its use on its property
provides quite a dilemma to government organizations that are mandated to
seek and/or encourage alternatives to corporal punishment. Current law (F.S.
230.23) allows local school boards to decide whether corporal punishment will
be administered and F.S. 402.301 prohibits spanking or any other form of
physical punishment in a child care facility.
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ISSUE:

Child Care

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Support the expansion of quality programs to ensure families access to care for
infants, preschoolers, and school-age children.
Support the creation of a central administrative structure for early childhood
care and education programs and services, in order to provide a more efficient
and cost-effective system.
Support the maintenance of current law relating to the Child Development
Associate (CDA) or its equivalent for the credentialing of child-care staff.

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:
Despite significant investment in child care, Florida has over 20,000 children on
the subsidized child care waiting list. Since increased allocations have been
targeted toward AFDC recipients, 17,000 of the children on the waiting list are
from "working poor" families. The investment in early education, care, and
intervention, particularly for low-income and other educationally disadvantaged
youth has proven to be a key component in educational achievements and
other areas. With findings through age 27, the High/Scope Perry Preschool
Study continues to demonstrate that younger children living in poverty who
participated in high quality programs have significantly higher educational
attainment, employment, earnings and property wealth as adults, return $7.16
for every dollar invested, show a significantly lower incidence of criminal
activities, and demonstrate a stronger commitment to marriage. According to
Florida Kids Count, $1 invested for quality preschool saves at least $4.75 in
avoided costs of remedial education, crime and other costs.
Program characteristics which ensure quality, include:
developmentally appropriate programming;
comprehensive services;
appropriate caretaker-child ratios;
multiple and meaningful parent involvement options;
relevant job training for staff; and
adequate compensation packages for staff

The responsibility for implementing Florida's early education and care programs
is delegated to several agencies with the Department of Health and
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Rehabilitative Services (HAS) and the Department of Education being the most
prominent. According to the Government Accounting Office, the fragmented
nature of child care funding streams, with entitlement caps, small clients
categories, time limits on other, and activity on others, produces unintended
gaps in services. Efforts have been made by all parties to work closely on
policies and programs but each has its own set of standards and requirements.
Advantages of a central administrative unit include development of a statewide
plan to ensure service integration, preparation of a unified budget for the
system, serving as the required single point of contact within Florida for all
Head Start grant applications, etc.
Changes to Florida Statute 402.305 in 1991 required that by July 1, 1995, for
every 20 children there is one staff with a CDA or its equivalent. The CDA
requirement has been controversial primarily in two areas: cost and
equivalency. There have been claims that centers will not be able to afford
acquiring a CDA and that they will not be able to pay what CDA credentialed
staff will demand. Although the 1994 Legislature provided that those with 10
years of documented experience would meet the minimum staff credential
requirement, controversy may appear again if centers fail to adhere to the
requirement. If the definition of equivalency becomes too inclusive, the intent of
the Legislature to increase staff skills and competencies may be lost.
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ISSUE:

Child Safety

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Support enactment of legislation requiring all children 16 and under to wear a
bicycle helmet while biking.
Support enactment of legislation requiring all backyard swimming pools to have
four-sided fencing.

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:

c

In the 1994 and 1995 Legislative Session, efforts were made to enact
legislation requiring children under the age of 16 to wear bicycle helmets, both
attempts died on the calendar. For the past ten years, Florida has led the
nation in fatal bicycle accidents. The state's death rate is more than twice the
national average. Approximately 25% of the deaths and 40% of the injuries
were children under the age of 16. The state would be expected to have 52
deaths per year, however, an average of 130 bicycle related deaths occur per
year in Florida. According to a legislative analysis by the House Committee on
Finance and Tax, up to 60,000 bicycle related injuries occur each year in the
state at a cost of more than $500 million.
Despite emergency and trauma care advances, modern medicine is still unable
to repair severe brain damage resulting from a head impact. A bicyclist without
a helmet is roughly seven times more likely to suffer head injuries in a crash
and treatment for a serious brain injury can cost $4.5 million or more over a
child's lifetime. Bicycle helmets have been shown to reduce the risk of head
injury by 85% and the risk of brain injury by almost 90%.
Florida has the third highest drowning facility rate in the country. One of the
populations at greatest risk is the 0-4 age group. In Florida in 1993, drowning
was the leading cause of deaths for toddlers in all categories, which includes
any childhood disease or other types of injuries. In 1994, 20 of the 47 total
drownings in Pinellas County were in the age group 0-3.
Residential swimming pools are the most common place where drownings
occur (36%) for all age groups. For toddlers, however, almost half of the
drowning fatalities happened in residential swimming pools. In a U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Report, 76 percent of all childhood drownings
between 1980-88, involved a parent or sibling who was supervising the child but
was distracted by the phone, chores, or socializing. Authorities have estimated
half of drownings of children under five could be prevented by appropriate foursided pool fencing and by self-latching gates around swimming pools.
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Of the over 80,000 backyard pools and spas in the Tampa Bay area, few have
the four-sided fencing recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics
and the Consumer Product Safety Commission. Economic incentives could be
provided to homeowners to encourage the placement of adequate safety
measures.
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ISSUE:

Department of Health

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Oppose the creation of a separate Department of Health Care Services.

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:
For the past several years, the Legislature has considered numerous proposals
to remove health related services from the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services (HAS) and establish a separate Department of Health
Care Services. On-going concerns regarding the overwhelming responsibilities
of HAS, the recent creation of the Department of Juvenile Justice and health
care reform, placed the creation of such a department in the forefront during the
1995 Legislative Session. ·
Currently health care services in the state is under the jurisdiction of the
Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA) and HAS. Created in 1992,
AHCA is located for administrative purposes only within the Department of
Professional Regulations. It is responsible for health facility licensure and
inspection, licensing of health professionals, certificates of need, health care
data collection and analysis, health policy and planning , the activities of the
Health Care Board, and the Community Health Purchasing Alliances (CHPA).
Responsibility for the public health system and delivery of public health services
resides within the State Health Office, HAS. The duties of the Office include
child health, school health services, nutrition services, family planning services,
childhood immunizations, communicable disease and control program,
environmental health program, licensing and regulating emergency medical
services. Children's Medical Services, and Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Programs are also under the jurisdiction of the Office.
Proponents of a Department of Health believe it would provide a more focal
point for health issues, deliver services more efficiently and effectively, and
improve health care. Opponents believe a new department would create
additional barriers to the integration of health and human services, set-up a
more competitive environment during the appropriation process, and reduce the
impact of the Health and Human Services Boards.

c

The creation of a Department of Health Services seems contrary to the primary
human services goal in Florida to develop a human service system that
efficiently, effectively, and holistically addresses people's needs. In order for
this to be accomplished, barriers to service integration and coordination must

8
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be eliminated, not created. Establishing a new department with its own budget,
secretary, assistant secretaries and other administrative structures will in all
likelihood create additional hurdles for those in need to maneuver.
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ISSUE:

Juvenile Justice

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Support the development of a continuum of quality gender-appropriate
programming and services for females, within each service region.
Support a full continuum of juvenile justice programs from prevention to
rehabilitation and aftercare services to provide reintegration into the community.

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:

c

Historically males have significantly outnumbered females committed to
Florida's juvenile justice system. The state's policy, funding, and programdelivery system has primarily focused on meeting the needs of delinquent
males. An increase in the delinquency and commitment rates of females,
however, has revealed the dismal array of service availability. Between
FY 92-93 and FY 93-94, there was a 16% total increase for all commitment
levels for females. Level 8 (high-risk residential) commitments experienced a
50% increase (from 581 females to 871) statewide during the same period.
Figures for District 5 indicates a 33% increase overall and a 55% increase in
Level 8 commitments. Females are more likely to be detained than males
because the juvenile justice system lacks services and residential options for
their treatment. Although a boot camp program for girls was implemented in
1995, concerns have been raised regarding service delivery.
In 1994, the Florida Female Initiative (FFI) was established to address the need
of high-risk and delinquent females. FFI's priorities include, but are not limited
to: the development of a comprehensive data base to identify the needs of
high risk and delinquent females; and the development of recommended
program models and geographic service delivery systems.
In response to public outcry, the 1994 Legislature authorized the creation of a
new Department of Juvenile Justice, created maximum security residential
commitment programs, provided judges with additional powers and invested
over $130 million into services. Additional resources were provided by the 1995
Legislature to further expand commitment type programs with minimal dollars
for prevention. The major focus on the reform effort has been to provide
additional rehabilitation policies and alternative programs. Youth need to be
responsible and held accountable for their delinquent actions, however,
additional efforts toward preventing youth from entering the juvenile justice
system must also be addressed.
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ISSUE:

Parental Responsibility

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Require police reports to include the name (or best known name) of the parent
or legal guardian of a minor committing an offense covered under F.S. 741.24.

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:
Concerns have been raised regarding parental involvement in their children's
abuse of substances. Allowing under age drinking in their homes, providing
hotel rooms for parties, and claiming drugs found on their children as their
personal property are among the actions parents have taken.
Unfortunately, too many children of all races and income levels are in jeopardy
because of their parents' neglect and apathy. Parents have the primary
responsibility for their children's development. Through their nurturing,
guidance, behavior, and monitoring, parents convey to children in words and
actions their values.

c

Currently, there are several laws that seek accountability and provide sanctions
for parents in reference to the actions of their children. The definition of "harm"
in F.S. 415.503 includes the failure to provide a child with supervision or
guardianship by specific acts or omissions of a serious nature requiring the
intervention of the department or the court. A school superintendent (F.S.
232.19) can institute criminal prosecution against parents for nonenrollment or
nonattendance of their child in school. Parents of minors possessing a firearm
can be ordered to parenting classes and/or community service (F.S. 790.22).
Florida statute 741.24 allows civil action against parents of a minor living with
their parents for property damage. However, police reports do not include the
name of the minor and/or parent, which hampers the intent of this statute.
As part of its juvenile justice reform package, the 1994 Legislature instituted
additional "parental responsibility" laws. Among those included are: 1) fee
assessments for actual cost of care, support and maintenance of child;
2) deletion of $2500 financial limit on parental liability for restitution orders;
3) juvenile court jurisdiction over parents; 4) parenting classes, counseling,
restitution, and/or community service; and 5) civil and criminal prosecution.

c

Since most of the laws regarding sanctions are relatively new and their
implementation and impact have not been measured, no additional legislation is
recommended at this time. The above recommendations would enhance
current applications of existing law.
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ISSUE:

Prevention

RECOMMENDATION:
Support the maintenance and continued development of prevention legislative
strategies that offers basic family support before problems develop or worsen.
Support the creation of a funding stream for prevention services.

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:
Florida has generally taken a reactive posture in responding to the needs of
children and families. Investments in juvenile justice, child abuse and neglect,
and other areas have been in response to system failures or public outcry.
Prevention is proactive - it allows us to invest in children before serious health,
economic, and social problems overwhelm them and their families. Prevention
is a philosophy of policy development, resource allocation, and program
planning that promotes health and well-being, builds self-esteem, and offers
basic family support before problems develop or worsen.

c

Infant mortality, low birth weight, child abuse, failure in school, delinquency, and
teenage pregnancy can often be averted with preventive supports and services.
Helping families before their problems become acute will strengthen and
preserve families.
A prevention strategy would include, a mix of programs and services that are
easily accessible to all families and are offered in a manner that is sensitive to
differences in family structure, culture, and ethnicity. A range of communitybased services would include prenatal care, quality child care, family support
services such as parent aides, parenting education, early childhood screening
and developmental services, literacy and employment programs, and youth
development activities.
As an intangible services, funding for prevention has to compete with support
for more concrete essentials, such as juvenile commitment beds and teacherpupil ratios. Although the Juvenile Justice Reform Act provided funds for
prevention through the purpose of a specialty license plate, funds available are
dependent on the number of tags purchased. Consequently minimal dollars
have been allocated for prevention programs. A more substantive, designated
financial support mechanism is needed.
One approach is a Children's Trust Fund. Forty-eight states have established
the Trust Fund as an approach to fund programs for preventing child abuse. A
variety of means have been used to generate funds for the Trust, including
surcharges on marriage licenses, birth certificates, or divorce decrees, or by
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specifically designated refunds of income tax. The concept of the fund can be
expanded from simply child abuse prevention to a broader range of prevention
services. Florida does not have a state income tax and the other potential
sources, similar to specialty license tag, are not related to demand and/or need.
Another possibility is a "revenue sharing" program for prevention services. This
proposal would operate very similar to the federal revenue sharing program in
which allocations are provided to local governments, according to certain criteria
such as population, subject to match requirements. The prevention dollars
would be non-categorical and locally controlled. With minimal state
involvement, communities would determine the best prevention strategies for
their locale.
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ISSUE:

c

Welfare Reform

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Support welfare reform efforts that focus on strengthening families and
providing those who cannot work with sufficient income, while providing those
expected to make the transition to work with appropriate education and training,
jobs, health care, child care, and other necessary support.
Support the review of evaluation data from current demonstration projects prior
to a comprehensive revision of Florida's welfare system.

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:
Rising welfare rolls and record high rates of child poverty have drawn particular
attention to the AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children) Program.
While there is general agreement that the current welfare system should be
reformed, the proposals have varied from complete abolishment to expansion.

c

Poor parents should not be denied welfare benefits if they lack the necessary·
opportunities and support to obtain employment and provide for their children's
material needs. In order to have a successful transition from welfare to work,
many parents need support and services to make it possible to obtain
employment and be reliable employees. Such support includes training,
education, job search assistance, health care, child care, and transportation.
Improved paternity establishment and child support enforcement, particularly
interstate enforcement, will also contribute to self-sufficiency.
In 1993, the Florida Legislature established the Family Transition Act which
provided short-term intensive services designed to move a person from welfare
dependency to employment and self-sufficiency. Limitations were placed on the
duration of benefits and incentives regarding assets, child care, and Medicaid
were provided.
The 1993 law also provided for two demonstration projects (Alachua and
Escambia counties) and evaluations. Results of the initial evaluation were to be
provided 18 months after the demonstration projects begin (January, 1994).
With preliminary results from the two demonstration projects, the 1995
Legislature approved the implementation of five additional sites; Pinellas County
will be one of the locations.
The state has invested heavily (approximately $40 million) in these projects with
a commitment to reform its AFDC program. With potential policy changes on
the federal level and the need to make more efficient use of its resources, it
would be most prudent for Florida to have a more thorough evaluation of its
demonstration programs before undertaking any comprehensive revisions of the
welfare system.
14
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APPENDIX A

LEGISLATIVE ISSUES • PROBABLE COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE
ISSUE

c

SENATE

HOUSE

1. Block Grants

· Multiple Committees

· Multiple Committees

2. Child Care

· Health & Rehabilitative Services
· Governmental Reform & Oversight
· Ways and Means

· Aging & Human Services
· Governmental Operations
· Appropriations

3. Child Abuse/Corporal Punishment

· Health & Rehabilitative Services
· Ways and Means

· Child Abuse & Neglect, Select
· Appropriations

4 . Child Safety

· Transportation
· Health & Rehabilitative Services
· Criminal Justice
· Ways and Means

· Transportation
· Criminal Justice
· Finance & Taxation
· Appropriations

5. Department of Health

· Health Care
· Health & Rehabilitative Services
· Ways and Means

·Health Care
· Appropriations

6. Juvenile Justice

· Health & Rehabilitative Services
· Criminal Justice
· Appropriations

· Juvenile Justice
· Appropriations

7. Parental Responsibility

· Health & Rehabilitative Services
· Criminal Justice
· Ways and Means

· Juvenile Justice
· Criminal Justice
· Appropriations

8. Prevention

· Health & Rehabilitative Services
· Education
· Appropriations

·Child Abuse & Neglect, Select
· Juvenile Justice
· Appropriations

7. Welfare Reform

· Social Services Reform, Select
· Health & Rehabilitative Services
· Appropriations

· Aging & Human Services
· Appropriations

APPENDIX 8
1995/96 LEGISLATIVE CALENDAR
(December, 1995)

1995

December 4-7

Legislative Committee Meetings

January 8-11

Legislative Committee Meetings

January 22-25

Legislative Committee Meetings

February 5-8

Legislative Committee Meetings

February 12-15

Legislative Committee Meetings

February 19-22

Legislative Committee Meetings

March 5

Regular Session convenes

May 3

Last day of Regular Session, if Legislature completes
work in 60 days

1996
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Item IV.E

Information

Regular Meeting 12/14/95

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

Donna McRae, Board ChalrJ>it'\

STRATEGIC PLANNING UPDATE
The Strategic Planning Committee met on November 20, 1995. The facilitator, Herb
Marlowe, reviewed the proposed work plan with the Committee. The work plan
divides the process into four phases: Phase 1, Validation of Values and Purpose;
Phase 2, Environmental and Futures Scan; Phase 3, Organizational Strategic
Positioning; and Phase 4, Plan .Documentation. The Committee approved the work
plan and proposed budget for strategic planning.
To begin the first Phase, Dr. Marlowe divided the Committee into two groups and had
each prepare lists of "driving assumptions for the future" and "core dilemmas faced by
the JWB". (see attached lists). The lists will be reviewed at the next meeting. Dr.
Marlowe stated that JWB staff and some funded agencies would also have an
opportunity to prepare lists of driving assumptions and core dilemmas which would be
reviewed by the Committee.
The Committee then began identifying items that should be asked on the community
survey. A market research firm will be retained to develop the questions and
administer the survey. It was agreed that the schedule would be modified to allow
sufficient time to review the questionnaire. The survey is scheduled for administration
in January.
The next meeting was scheduled from 3:00 to 5:30p.m. on December 18, 1995.

.
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Board Driving Assumptions for the Future in Pinellas County

1.

JWB will exist.

2.

JWB must be flexible in light of changing economy, agencies and families.

3.

The name, JWB, will continue to be a stumbling block to understanding who
we are and what we do.

4.

Emerging technology will change the way we do business.

5.

Investment of JWB funds can impact community problems in a quantifiable
way.

6.

There will not be increased funds available to invest in programs for children.

7.

Family breakdown will continue at an alarming rate.

8.

In the long term there will be a return to traditional values.

9.

JWB will not garner increased funds

through increased property values to any

great extent.
10.

The county is nearly built out.

11.

There will be an increasing disparity between the hayes and the have nots.

12.

People will be forced by circumstances to assume more personal responsibility.

13.

White illegitimacy will continue to increase.

14.

There will be a tighter job market locally.

15.

With block grants, the demands for funds from JWB will be more intense.

16.

Need to be a steady, balanced organization for the future to address needs.

17.

There is a no tax increase mentality.

18.

People would be willing to spend dollars on prevention rather than prisons if
prevention could be shown to be cost effective.

19.

The public wants accountability for services, especially in education.

20.

The population will continue to be mobile, both into and out of the county and
within the county.
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21.

The population will continue to grow, especially with families in north county.

22.

Family structure will continue to be in transition and will require different
means to address. For example, more grandparents will be assuming
responsibility for raising their grandchildren.

23.

The focus of JWB should be on families.

24.

There will continue to be a need for before and after school care.

25.

Communities will take more responsibility for families and neighborhoods.

I
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Core Dilemmas
1.

1st haH mil vs. 2nd haH mil.

2.

Documenting outcomes representing a positive impact on the community.

3.

The increased demand for public accountability vs. the lack of identifiable
benefits from preventive programs.

4.

The high number of programs that staff must oversee vs. time available for
intensive technical assistance and rigorous evaluation.

5.

A lack of a coordinated alignment of services for families.

6.

JWB is one small part of the process. How much can we address these
problems with the funds available to us? How much can we leverage?

7.

Limited resources.

8.

Uttle likelihood of a successful new referendum in the near future.

9.

How do we set up a system for documenting benefits/outcomes?

10.

How to track and measure long term impact.

11.

Program continuation budget do we continue as in the past, or do we look at
a sunset provision of 3 or 5 years?

12.

Should funding be our current "scattershot" or more targeted, high impact?

13.

How do we encourage/promote collaboration?

14.

. Should we look at funding by developmental stages?

15.

How do we determine cost effectiveness?

16.

How should we respond to the impending federal/state budget cuts?

Information

Item IV. F.
Regular Meeting 12/14/95

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive

Direct~

At its May meeting the Board authorized staff to proceed with efforts to sell the 4$)th Street
property. Subsequent to that time JWB was contacted by HAS regarding the possibility of
leasing the building to house the state welfare reform project. At its July meeting the Board
authorized staff to enter into lease negotiations with HAS toward that end. Since that time
HAS has supplied JWB staff with the necessary requirements and documentation that would
be required m order for the lease negotiations to proceed. These include contracting for
architectural drawings which reflect the current space allocations in the building including
HVAC and electric and design of the rest rooms that must be built in accordance with ADA
standards. A AFP has been advertised and a bidder's conference held. Bids are due
December 12. The architectural drawings will then be submitted to the State Fire Marshall
for review and approval. Staff is also securing bids on replacement of the current modular
building. HAS would like to take occupancy by March 15, 1996 and has indicated that
Marriage and Family Counseling will be able to remain in the building until at least June,
1996. It is staff intent to incorporate all these costs into the first year of the proposed five
year lease and to continue to pass on the total rental of the modular unit. HAS has
submitted their lease to JWB for review.

c

In addition there has been an expression of interest in the purchase of the building. They
have toured the building and been given copies of the appraisal and environmental studies.
This party is aware that JWB is negotiating with HAS toward a lease agreement. These
activities assure an alternative position should it prove impossible to negotiate a satisfactory
lease with HAS.
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Item IV.G.

Information

Regular Meeting 12/14/95
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Membera

From:

Jamea E. MUla, Executive
Stephanie W. Judd, Director,

Directo~ ~

Prosi~;. & Finance

~~
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GOOD NEWS FROM THE AGENCIES

Consumer Credit Counseling Services of the Florida Suncoast (CCCS): CCCS has
been honored as an Outstanding Medium Agency by the National Foundation for
Consumer Credit (NFCC). The non-profit credit counseling agency was designated as
a Presidential Citation Winner, a finalist in the national awards competition, during the
NFCC Annual Conference held in Columbus, Ohio. This is an honor among Consumer
Credit Counseling Services nationwide, for achievement in service innovation and
excellence.

Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Pinellas County: - Publit/Private Ventures (P/PV}, a
national program development and research organization based in Philadelphia, PA.,
released the results of a study on November 16, 1995. The study was the first to assess
the impact of any major mentoring program on youth. Following are excerpts from the
news release:
"... Young teenagers who meet regularly with a Big Brother or Big Sister are less involved
with drugs and alcohol, do better in school and have better relationships with their parents
and peers than do youth not in the Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America (BBIBSA)
program .... "
"These dramatic findings are very good news, particularly at a time when many people
contend that 'nothing works' in reaching teenagers. This program suggests a strategy the
country can build on to make a difference, especially for youth in single-parent families".
The complete news release is available through the Programs and Finance Department.

Operation PAR- ALPHA Program: The Operation PAR ALPHA Program has been
chosen as one of the sixteen best substance abuse prevention programs in the Nation.
At a ceremony on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C. on November 13, 1995, ALPHA was
recognized as a 1995 Exemplary Substance Abuse Prevention Program. The award was
presented to program representatives by Elaine Johnson, PH.D., Director, Center for

Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP), Nelba Chavez, PH.D., Administrator, Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) and Walter Broadnax,
Deputy Secretary, U.S. Department of Health and Human ·Services (HHS).
This is the seventh year SAMHSA, through CSAP and in collaboration with the National
Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors (NASADAD) and the National
Prevention Network (NPN), has directed the search for the best prevention programs in
the country.
Family Service Centers • Families and Schools Together Program (FAST): The
Southeast Regional Center for Drug-Free Schools and Communities recognizes that the
success of alcohol, tobacco, and other drug (ATOD) use prevention among youth
depends on the commitment of local communities and their investment in the well-being
of youth. Programs in the southeast region are nominated for recognition by the Center's
area field coordinators, based on recommendations from state educational agencies,
governors' offices, state alcohol and other drug offices, Center area advisory committees,
and other prevention specialists. Applicants complete a reporting form that documents
program and activities. The FSC-FAST Program was highlighted in their publication
"Shining Stars: 1995 Prevention Programs that Work".

Staff Resource Persons:

Gayla Lai'Kin
Mike Schmidt
Dorothy Jennings

BOARD MEETING, 12/14/951TEM IV·H
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR NOVEMBER 1995

JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassifications:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:

Staff Items:

Mellnlck-Dooley, Janice· Administrative Spec. V • 11/27195
None
Barrett, Kathleen • To CCC
None
None
Helmuth, Kathryn· To Regular ·11/7/95
.....,Pitzer, Kathleen- 11/3180- Fifteen Years
Zora, Edwin ·11/17188 ·Seven Years
Jennings, Dorothy- 11/5/90- Five Years
Strlba, Diana- 11/30/92 ·Three Years
Helmuth, Kathryn- 11/7/94 ·One Year
On November 19, 1995, Browning Spence presented "Establishing
Special Taxing Districts to Support Children's Programs" at the
National Association of Counties's Annual Employment Polley and
Human Services Conference In Orlando.
At their annual conference awards luncheon on November 17, 1995,
the Florida Government Communicators Association recognized
the Juvenile Welfare Board and Communications Specialist Kathy
Helmuth with a 1995 Award of Merit. The award was given In the
Public Information campaign category for the Earned Income
Credit (EIC) awareness campaign, which the JWB Communications
Department has been conducting for the past six (6) years.
Judy Hall and Pat Gehant presented a workshop entitled
"Community Asset Mapping" at the Florida Children's Services
Council Annual Conference on October 21, 1995.
Judy Hall was certHied as a Social Work Field Instructor through
the Florida FJeld Consortium. This certification enables her to be
qualified to supervise Internships of social work students from any
Florida University.
On behalf of JWB Judy Hall presented a workshop entitled ''What
Works In Collaboration" at the National Exchange Center 1995
Symposium In Orlando on October 14, 1995.

NEW HIRES
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

PROMOTIONS

Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None

REa..ASSIFICAllON
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child care:

License Board:

Marriage & Family:

STAFF ITEMS
Coordinated Child care
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None
None
Deignan, Marcia • To regular • 11/14/95
None
Hoard, Clarence· 11/2/84 ·Eleven Years
Johnson, Shirley· 11/13/89 ·Six Years
Nichols, Jerllynn ·11/12/92 ·Three Years
Walters, Jewel-11/13179 ·Sixteen Years
Patterson, carol· 11/02/81 ·Fourteen Years
Yogman, Claire· 11130/92 ·Three Years
Deignan, Marcia ·11/7194 ·One Year
Richards, Michelle· 11/26179 ·Sixteen Years
Hoffman, Fred· 11127/89 ·Six Years
Labarre, Lorraine· 11/13/90 ·Five Years
None
None
None

.-----------------------------------------------------------------Information

Item IV.I.
Regular Meeting 12/14/95

INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS
(UNAUDITED)
NOVEMBER 30, 1995

PREPARED BY
SUE WALTERICK
FINANCE MANAGER

JUVENll..E WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET- ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
NOVEMBER 30, 1995

Govcnu:oent

Proprietary

Faduciary

Fund

Fund

Fund

General

Internal
Service

Agency

TOTALS

Account Groups
Fixed Asset

L.T. Debt

1995

1994

ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits

$3,475,080
$1,318,154

Investments-Def.Comp.Plan

$3,475,0806

$3,858,645

1,318,154

1,059,557
358,748

Due from Other Government

251,314

251,314

Due from Other Agencies

816,073

816,073

674,819

87,571

87,571

87,571

4,021

4,021

4,986

Note Receivable
Other Receivables

276,261

33,918

190,800

$243,496

434,296

243,496

1,399,200

727,496

2,126,696

727,496

564,799

924,256

557,876

276,261

Deposits
Land &Improvements
Building & Improvements
Fumiture,Fi.xtures&Equip.

359,457

Accumulated Depreciation

{14,484)

(14,484)

27,184

27,184

lnterfund transfers

$509,462

Amt.Provided for Comp.Absn
TOTAL ASSETS

$4.910,320

$1.962.157

$2,427,935

$2,395

$1,311.1.54

$1,535,791

$509,462

509,462

468,089

$10,235.114

$1.075,201

$2,430,330

$313,225

5,838

3,392

509,462

468,089

1,318,154

1,059,557

87,571

87,571

$4,351,355

$1,931,834

$ 1,535,791

1,528,868

UABIIJTIES
Vouchers&Accounts Payable
Other Payables

5,838
509,462

Accrued Liabilities
1,318,154

Def.Comp.due to Employees
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL LIABIUTIES

87,571
$2,521,344

$2.395

$1,318,154

1Q

$509,462

FUND EQUITY
1,535,791

Investment in Fixed Assets
Fund Balance
Reserved:

1,914,382

1,914,382

Retained Earnings
Encumbrances

Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary

215,548

215,548

181,378

50,000

50,000

25,000

4,750

4,750

F /Y Expenditure

1,568,626

1,565,726

1,772,116

Undesignated

1550,052

Cooperman·Bogue

$598,332

$2,636,005

1Q

$5,884,529

$6,143,367

!5091462

!10~35.!!84

!8,075,201

(145,380)

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

12,388,976

11,959,762

so

$1,535,791

TOTAL UAB. & FUND

~.910,320

!119621157

!1,311,1.54

!1,5351791

JUVEND..E WELFAilE BOARD
GENEllAL FUND
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES 8t CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING NOVEMBER. 30, 1"5
(CURRENT Y.T.D.-. • 17-.)

YTD as -. of Bdgt
ANNUAL

MONIHLY

BUDGET

ACIUAL

Y.T.D.
ACIUAL

1m

1994

REVENUE
Property Taxes

$24,359,584

$1,649,268

$1,649,268

7%

0%

56,000

13,607

22,707

41%

24%

Intergovernmental

608,440

1,000

1,000

0%

ook

Interest on Investments

470,102

25,497

25,497

5%

0%

Miscellaneous

244,850

0

0

0%

108%

4,578

10,515

137,027

145,543

25.731.976

1.130.977

1.154.530

7%

0%

(3,104,275)

(249,747)

(495,962)

16%

16%

(23,050,714)

(1,328,834)

(2,331,710)

10%

8%

(1,152,613)

(20,785)

(102,988)

9%

10%

(51,027)

(62,639)

(262,782)

(438,500)

(1,913,175)

(3,431.7")

13%

11%

Fees

Internal Service
Component Units
TOTAL REVENUE

.eXPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Internal Service
Component Units
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

(27,307,602)

OTiiE.R. FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB

EXCESS(Deficiency) of Revnue over Expend

Q

(1,568.626)

(82,198)

(1,577J69)

FUND EQUITY

RESERVED -Encumbrances
UNRESERVED-Disability

181,378

·Anniversary

c

50,000

-Cooperman Bogue
-F /Y Expenditure
-Undesignated

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

4,750
1,568,626

(104,763}
3,884,880
!2~11.976

JUVENILE WELFARE BOAIU>
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITlJRFS
FOR PERIOD ENDING NOVEMBER 30, 1995
(CUltRENT Y.T.D.% • 17%)
Y.T.D.
AC'IUAL

MON'JH
AC'IUAL

BUDGET

%OF BUDGET
1994

1995

DIRECI"OR

Personnel

s

1·43,948

s

12,623

s

22,967

16%

18%

40,582

2,236

3,652

37%

7%

TOTAL

114,530

~

~

14%

IS%

Penonnd

93,109

7,156

15,033

16%

16%
16%

Operating

Capiul

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

18,281

1,430

3,208

18%

TOTAL

111,)90

~

11,241

16%

16%

Penonnel

181,381

13,588

27,443

IS%

14%

61,360

3,896

5,829

9%

8%

242J41

17,414

33,272

14%

13%

251,962

20,SSS

42,100

17%

17%

52,787

1S,847

19,491

37%

37%

TOTAL

304.749

36,402

61,591

20%

20%

Personnel

155,807

8,117

18,919

12%

14%

192,947

23,630

37,437

19%

10%

Operating

Capiul

COMMUNICATIONS

Operating

Capiul
TOTAL

FINANCE

Personnel

Operating

Capiul

SYSTEMStlcSUPPORT

Operating

3,000

Capiul
TOTAL

351,754

31,747

~

16%

12%

Penonnel

532,950

41,509

88,278

17%

17%

13,792

1,111

2,300

17%

44%

~

~

90,571

17%

18%

COMMUNITY SERVICES Personnel

529,779

36,354

7S ,8S2

14%

16%

Operating

48,052

2,429

4,799

10%

9%

TOTAL

577,131

)1,713

!!!.ill

14%

16%

Personnel

233,241

18,84S

39,079

17%

13%

Operating

72,437

1,486

6,170

9%

12%

305,671

20,)31

45,249

IS%

13%

321,055

22,174

46,223

14%

17%

157,805

16,761

37,182

24%

17%

£!MQ

)1,93S

13.405

17%

17%

495,962

16%

16%

PROGRAMS

Operating

Capiul
TOTAL

Capiul

RESEARCH

Capiul
TOTAL

TRAINING

Personnel

Operating

Capiul
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

!

3,104,275

!

249,747

!

JUVENll.E WELFARE BOARD
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•
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INVESTMENT REPORT
FOR PERIOD ENDING 1t/30/95

BANK

ACCOUNf

AMSOU1H BANK

Market Investment for Disability
Self Ins.Fund

1.46%

AMSOUTii BANK

Pooled Funds

5.510%

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS TRUST

Investment Pool

AVG.RATE

BALANCE

YIElD

$216,087.81

$279.38

$2,067,341.58

$15,574.33

$540,013.51

$ 2.510.85

$ 2.823,442. 90

$18.364.56

Budget Comparison
(Year To Date)
BUDGET

YTDACTUAL*

$470,102

$46,423.98

%
10%

Over/Under
($423,678.02)

**Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

c

BUDGET AMENDMENTS TinS MON11:1
None

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES
Asian F.A.C.E. Center
Girls, Inc. of Pinellas
P.C. Urban League
Sgt. Allen Moore
Youth Homes of Florida

$12,486
$20,000
$28,933
$12,129
$11,227

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES

Boys & Girls Clubs
Citizens Alliance
Coordinated Child Care
Ervins All American Youth
YWCA

$11,993
$20,000
$412,120
6,000
$21,739

s

ITEM IV-J

SITE VISIT
SCHEDULE & SUMMARIES

PROGRAMS & FINANCE
DEPARTMENT

•

~~~

servicM to children

~

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
669R 68TH AVENUE NORTH- SUITE A
PINELLAS PARK, FLORIDA 34665-5060
TELEPHONE: 813-547-5600

c
SITE VISIT SCHEDULE

December 1995
Family Service Centers
Time Out Homes

December 5, 1995

Family Service Centers
Childnet

December 15, 1995

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact
Stephanie Judd, 547-5643.

c

c

No further site visits are scheduled during December to allow staff to process
measurable objectives negotiated with funded agencies. This process culminates with
the production of the Goals Report which will be presented to the Board at the
January Board Meeting.

c
SITE VISIT SUMMARIES

FOR:

Bayfront Medical Center

Healthy Families Support lnititative
Coordinated Child Care
Project Challenge/COSA
New Beginnings
Low Income Employed Families
Subsidized Child Care

Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives, Inc.
Eckerd Wzldemess Educational System

c

Friends of the Deaf Service Center

Program to Enhance the Achievement of Children
with Hearing Loss (PEACH)
HAS Pinellas County Public Health Unit

Family Partners
Northeast High School Health Services
Operation PAR

Chemical Abuse Prevention Services
Resource Center for Women
Youth Homes of Florida

c

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGBNCY: Bayfront Medical Center
PROORAM: Healthy Families Support Initiative
DA1E OF VISIT: October 2, 1995

FISCAL YEAR: 1995-1996
$54,076
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB AlLOCATION:
$54,076
COST PER
aJBNT: $47
(FY93-94)

The Healthy Families Support Initiative Program provides early identification and assessment of mothen of
newborns residing in census tracts: 205, 206, 21J7, 208, 209.95,212, and 218.95. The interview and assessment are
conducted in the hospital after delivery of the newborn. Families with high risk factors are identified and refeued to
the Healthy Families Pinellas (HFP) Program. HFP program staff then offer those families the opportunity to
participate in an intensive five-year case management and care coordination initiative for families at high risk of
child abuse and/or neglect. In addition to seeking to JreVent child abuse and neglect. the HFP Program works to
help families decrease changeable risk factors in their lives, improve their ability to cope with family-related stress,
and pepare children through their first five years of life for a healthy start.
The primary pmpose of the Bayfront Healthy Families Support Initiative is to identify and refer families living in
the target census tracts who could benefit from the services of the Healthy Families Pinellas Program. The Early
Identification (EID) workers do not carry a caseload as such.
Participants in the site visit included the program manager and the two program social workers.

c

At the end of FY 94-95 the program bad met its objectives but fallen short of meeting its minimum service levels for
both adults and children. It is noted, however, that the program has little control over the number of adults and
children screened, since both are determined by the number of wOOlen who give birth at Bayfront in any given year.

No programmatic recommendations were made as a result of this site visit.
Contn£t M3m8er: Lynn Hildebrand

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Coordinated Child Care
PROGRAM: Project Challenge/COSA

New Beginnings

DATE OF VISIT:

FISCAL YEAR: 1994-95
PROGRAM BUDGET: $292,036
JWB ALLOCATION: $238,048
*COST PER CLIENT: $348
*(FY 93-94)
PROGRAM BUDGET: $69,775
JWB ALLOCATION: $66,275
*COST PER CLIENT: $1 ,051
*(FY93-94)

August 23- September 29, 1995

Coordinated Child Care Special Children's Services offers prevention and early intervention
programs which provide consultation, screening, case management and therapeutic child care
for children birth through five years. JWB funds Project Challenge, COSA (Children of
Substance Abusers) and New Beginnings.

c

During the site visit client files and statistical reports were reviewed, and staff in all programs
were interviewed. Project Challenge has served 169 children and 239 adults in 165 families
during the first half of FY 94-95. New Beginnings served 30 substance exposed infants and
35 adult caregivers during the same period.
There were no negative findings in the review of files and statistics. The program is meeting
or exceeding its minimum service levels and measurable objectives for both New Beginnings
and Project Challenge/COSA.
It is recommended that case managers sign case notes when entered in the file, and that
other case managers making notation in a file sign their notes.

Contract Manager: Maryellen Alexanderwicz

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY:

Coordinated Child care Of Pinellas

PROGRAM:

Low Income Employed Families

Subsidized Child care

FISCAL YEAR: 1994-95
PROGRAM BUDGET: 3,062,870
JWB ALLOCATION: 2,632.268
COST PER CLIENT: 1396 .
(FY 93-94)
PROGRAM BUDGET: 5,979,603
JWB ALLOCATION: 545,151
COST PER CLIENT: 634
(FY93-94)

DATE OF VISIT: August 23 ·September 29, 1995
Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas (CCC) functions as the Central Agency for subsidized child care in
Pinellas county. The agency provides high quality, developmentally appropriate child care for children
between the ages of 6 weeks and twelve years of age. through subcontracts and provider
agreements with more that 500 licensed providers in the county. The program also provides a voucher
program for individuals desiring legal but unlicensed care. During the first half of FY94-95, the program
provided services to 4140 children and 3146 adults through HAS/DOL funding. The agency served
1125 children and 973 adults through the LIEF subsidy program. Child Care Resource & Referral unit
processed 3216 initial inquiries during this same time period. This is the highest volume of all R&R
units in the State.
During the site visit the following areas were reviewed: CCC contracts with providers, provider quality
assessment reports , waiting lists, client files. Staff at all levels were interviewed, as were providers and
representatives of major funders and other agencies which refer or otherwise interface with CCC.
Quality Assessment scores for providers indicate that with technical assistance from CCC, 84% of the
protective service centers providers received scores which met or exceeded standards. Ninety seven
percent (97%) of the protective service family day care home providers scored at 95% or above.
The agency is in compliance with all conditions of the JWB contracts. It is meeting or exceeding all of
its measurable objectives and minimum service levels for both contracts. There were no fiscal findings.
It is recommended that the agency continue to closely monitor its reorganization activities. It is also
recommended that agency personnel receive customer relations training to improve telephone skills for
initial client contact.

Contract Manager: Maryellen Alexanderwicz

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Eckerd Family Youth
Alternatives, Inc.

PROGRAM: Eckerd Wilderness Educational
System
DATE OF VISIT:

1994-95
FISCAL YEAR:
$4,244,836
PROGRAM BUDGET:
$215,761
JWB ALLOCATION:
$98.00
COST PER CLIENT PER DAY:

July 20, 21, 25, & 26, 1995
September 7, 1995

The Eckerd Wilderness Educational System (EWES) is a therapeutic wilderness camping program for
troubled youth that provides residential care, therapeutic intervention, educational services, family
support, aftercare and follow-up for emotionally disturbed youth. JWB funds Pinellas County youth
referred through the HRS District 5, Case Review Committee. This funding prevents long delays due to
waiting lists and enables more children to receive services. Two camps provide services to Pinellas
County youth: Camp E-How-Kee (boys) in Brooksville, and Camp E-Nini-Hassee (girls) in Floral City,
Florida. The average length of stay in the program is 8 months for the boys and 17.5 months for the girts.
Monitoring activities included an entrance conference with the Director of Agency Relations and
Admissions and fiscal audit at the business office in Clearwater, a visit to camp E-How-Kee in Brooksville
and camp E-Nini-Hassee in Floral City, individual staff interviews, interviews with youth at both camps,
review of client files, exit conferences with the resident directors of both camps and a fiscal exit
conference with the Controller.
Camp E-How-Kee received accreditation through the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Health
Care Organizations (JCAHCO) in May of 1993. Prior to this accomplishment the camping program had
been restructured and clinically enhanced. This past year the treatment planning process was improved
to include the addition of an addiction's specialist to provide substance abuse intervention. At the time of
the visit there were 57 residents in the camp.
Camp E-Nini-Hassee was awarded "Camp of the Year" by the Eckerd Corporation based on criteria
established to recognize the camp that met program goals and internal quality assurance standards.
This past year the program added a fourth family worker and created an aftercare position. The aftercare
staff works with campers that complete the program to assist with their transition back into the
community. This staff also held a reunion for thirty ex-campers and does a lot of work getting kids ready
to leave the camp. This camp also has a Substance abuse specialist to provide substance abuse
intervention. There were 61 residents at the time of the visit. Staff reported that this past year there were
2 runaway episodes and there had been three twelve year olds in residence. Client files were reviewed
and there were no deficiencies noted. Interviews with the staff and youth were positive and upbeat.
There are no programmatic recommendations as a result of this site visit. However, there are several
fiscal recommendations relating to mileage logs, charging expenses to the correct line item,
consistencies in administrative policies and procedures and completion of the JWB reimbursement forms .

Corcract Manager: Patricia S. Davis

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Friends of the Deaf Service
Center
PROGRAM: Program to Enhance the
Achievement of Children With
Hearing Loss (PEACH)

FISCAL YEAR
1994-95
PROGRAM BUDGET: $181 ,176
JWB ALLOCATION: $ 76,015
COST PER CLIENT:
$1,305
(FY93-94)

DATE OF VISIT: July 26 and 27, 1995
The Program to Enhance the Achievement of Children with Hearing Loss (PEACH), stimulates social,
emotional and academic growth through a variety of student and family activities. PEACH also provides
substance abuse prevention, tutoring, and appropriate referrals to social service agencies. Counseling,
sign language and referrals are also an integral part of this program.
The site visit consisted of an overview of the program by the Executive Director and staff, a review of
client files , interviews with program staff and clients (including parents), and observation of services.
The program exceeded its minimum service levels for the first half of fiscal year 1994-95. One of the
four measurable objectives reported on for the first half was exceeded, one substantially met, and one
needs improved performance. The other objectives will be reported on at the end of the fiscal year.

c

This program offers an array of services to this special population. In-home sign language is provided
to the parents to help them understand and communicate with their children. It is also intended to help
improve their communication and understanding of the hearing impaired community. Staff who are
specialized in the area of the hearing impaired offer support to the children and youth. High-school and
college students provide volunteer services to program, and serve as role-models for the children.
Clients are encouraged and complimented on their achievements. Special activities are provided to the
clients such as bowling, visits to other community organizations to enhance their knowledge, culture
awareness, and for their enjoyment. The Pinellas Park Police Department continues to provide
presentations at PEACH to encourage a good relationship between law-enforcement agencies and the
youth. There is a good rapport between the schools and the Project Director. The counselors and
teachers freely contact the Project Director regarding the needs or problems of the children. The
PEACH facility is located in close proximity to a Deaf Housing Community, and the residents provide
support to this program.
No programmatic recommendations were made as a result of the site visit. Recommendations made as
a result of the fiscal monitoring included: verification of time sheets; that the agency should purchase
fidelity bond insurance for staff who handle checks or cash; annual staff evaluations; accurate posting
of transactions; separation of duties as they relate to writing deposit slips and reconciling bank
statements, and maintaining a property (fixed assets) ledger.

Cortract Manager: Gayla P. Larkin

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

HAS Pinellas County Public
Health Unit

PROGRAM: Family Partners

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CLIENT:

1994-1995
$455,103
$377,196
$151

(FY 1993-1994)

DATE OF VISIT: August 31, September 1 1995
The HAS Pinellas County Public Health Unit- Family Partners Program was funded in June of 1993 and targets
expectant families, families with newborns and other families of nine census tracts in the Pinellas Park vicinity. The
overall objectives of the program are to promote family preservation by improving the health of mothers and infants
through a system of inclusion by universal contact during pregnancy or at birth and screening for potential risk for
substance abuse; to intervene at early signs of potential risk for substance abuse and unhealthy behaviors through
a comprehensive family support initiative; and to develop a community prevention and education initiative and a
neighborhood awareness with special emphasis on the middle school population.
During the site visit, we spoke with program staff and client families, toured program sites; reviewed programmatic
records and client case files; verified objective and minimum service level data; and completed a review for
contract compliance.
From October 1, 1994 to March 31, 1995, the total Family Partners Program served 322 families, 2137 children, and
467 adults reaching 72% of its target for families, 89% of its target for children, and 72% of its target for adults. In
Component I - Universal Contact and Early Identification, 356 pregnant women and/or families were served
reaching 37% of the annual target. 100% of pregnant women and 100% of families with newborns in the target area
were contacted by letter, telephone, and home visits; 99% of the families were provided information about
neighborhood services; and 100% of families had an identified primary care provider for their infant by one month
of age. In Component II- Home-Based Support Services, 72 families were served reaching 85% of the annual
target. Eighty-nine percent (89%) of families at-risk for substance abuse remained substance free; 60% of families
showed a decrease in changeable risk factors; 75% of families met 80% of their goals; 97% of families had no
confirmed reports of child abuse and/or neglect; and 93% demonstrated improvement of the home parenting
environment. In Component Ill- Community Education and Substance Abuse Prevention Services, 749 middle
school age children and 797 elementary school age children, reaching 93% of its goal for middle school children·
and 80% of its goal for elementary school children. Five (5) Community Advisory Committee Meetings were held
and 43 parenting education presentations were provided. Eighty-two percent (82%) of the children surveyed after
the school presentations, disapproved of substance abuse. 100% of parents surveyed expressed overall
satisfaction with the content of parenting skills and Healthy Life Style classes in which they participated and
reported an increase in knowledge of parenting.
There were no recommendations for the program.

Contract Manager: Dorothy Jennings

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:
PROGRAM:

HRS Pinellas County Public Health Unit
Northeast High School Health
Services Program

FISCAL YEAR:
1994-95
TOTAL BUDGET:
$264,049
JWB ALLOCATlON:
$183,237
COST PER VISIT:
$29
(FY 93-94) DATE OF SITE VISIT:

September 19, 1995
The Northeast High School Health Services Program is a cooperative effort of the HRS Pinellas County Public Health
Unit, the Pinellas County School Board and All Children's Hospital. The clinic offers year round on-site diagnostic
health treatment and clinical.counseling services to all students enrolled at Northeast High School and their children.
During the site visit, we spoke with clinic and school staff and two students; toured the program site; reviewed
programmatic records and client case files; verified objective and minimum service level data; and completed a
review for contract compliance.
During the first half of FY 1994-95, the program provided 5671 clinic visits for 1168 students and 1 Health Symposium
with 155 attendees. The clinic is ahead of schedule reaching 81% of the target for clinic visits and 100% of the target
for health symposiums. Twenty-two (22) students with previously undiscovered major health problems were profiled.
Their health problems included chlamydia, abnormal pap, severe anemia, heart murmer, kidney problems,
hypertension, and bum treatment. One-hundred percent (1 00%) of the students identified with at risk behavior for
early sexual involvement and teenage pregnancy were counseled about postponement of early sexual activity and
prevention of sexually transmitted diseases. One-hundred percent (1 00%) of the students identified as having an
acute/chronic health problem were diagnosed, tested, treated, and followed up or referred. One-hundred percent
(1 00%) of the families of students having recurrent complaints/frequent visits were contacted by phone and offered a
complete physical exam. One-hundred percent (1 00%) of the students identified as not in compliance with Florida
school entrance health immunization requirements were brought into compliance. One-hundred percent (1 00%) of the
students referred with at-risk behaviors were evaluated, counseled, and referred. One-hundred percent (1 00%) of the
students coming to the clinic for sports or routine physicals and who had not·received a turberculin test, were offered a
P.P.D. (purify protein derivative) test. Ninety-three percent (93%) of the students referred for minor illnesses and
injuries, were referred back to class on the same day.
A part-time medicaid clerk was added this year and the advisory board was strengthened with four consumer
representatives, The first summer school session went smoothly. Clinic visits increased through the support of a
strong team and the use of student nurses. interns, and volunteers. Beginning in October, a health support technician
will assist the triage nurse during the morning rush.
There were no programmatic recommendations. The two fiscal recommendations were: that the Health Unit needs to
do more timely reimbursements for all JWB funded projects;, and that the Health Unit needs to reimburse JWB for a
Healthy Families South reimbursement error.

Contract Manager: Dorothy Jennings

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:
PROGRAM:
DATE OF VISIT:

Operation PAR
Chemical Abuse Prevention Services
August30, 1995

FISCAL YEAR:

PROGRAM COST:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1993-94)

1994-95
$166,935
$100,132
$12.59

In January of 1995 the Chemical Abuse Prevention Services (CAPS) program, formerly managed by
Professional Comprehensive Addiction Services (PCAS), was merged with Operation PAR. The FY 1994-95
JWB Agreement with PCAS was also transferred to PAR per the approval of the JWB Board of Directors.
This change did not alter the services or the objectives of the program. The program utilizes prevention
strategies to reduce the likelihood, frequency and seriousness of chemical abuse or abuse related problems.
The goals include enhancing social competencies, providing substance abuse information, promoting options
and alternatives to drugs, life skills training, increasing self esteem, and increasing the awareness and
effectiveness of professionals and parents regrading substance abuse prevention.

c

The visit consisted of an overview by the program coordinator, interviews with staff, a tour of the facility, and a
review of program data. The data review included program notebooks, records of community presentations,
pre and post tests, consumer surveys, and records of Kid's Power groups. The program was in compliance
with its FY 1994-95 JWB Agreement. A JWB review of the agency's fiscal procedures was done earlier this
year, and no recommendations were cited.
During the first haH of FY 1994-95 the program met or exceeded all of its measurable objectives and minimum
service levels, however there was an issue raised regarding the program's method of counting clients versus
the JWB recommended method of counting clients.
A primary strength of the program has been the experience and tenure of the Program coordinator, who has
provided leadership throughout the years and throughout the change of administration. Another strength is
the improved and creative methodology that offers research and enhancements and curriculum based new
components (such as violence, anger and conflict prevention/resolution) to the current program methodology.
It was requested that the program construct a three or four year chart comparing the numbers of clients
served using the existing and the recommended methods of counting. This chart should then be made
available to JWB during the negotiations for the FY 1995-96 objectives and service levels, and as a response
to the site visit report.

Coreract Manager: Gary Ceman

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Resource Center for Women

PROGRAM:

Single Mothers are Ready
Today to Move Up
October 19 &20, 1995

DATE OF VISIT:

ASCAL YEAR:
TOTAL BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CLIENT:
•(fY93-94)

1994-95
$303,430
$122,142
$

no·

The Resource Center for Women - Single Mothers are Ready Today to Move Up program addresses the
problems of the single head of household through assessment, personal identification, improved
self-image, decision making, goal setting, financial management, health and well-being instruction,
problem solving, referrals, education/training, and employment. These services are provided either
through individual counseling or group/individualized instruction, and classroom instruction.
The site visit consisted of a tour two of the three sites, general program overview by the Executive
Director, interviews with staff, and a review of client files. A fiscal monitoring was also conducted.
Statistical information for the FY 94-95 fiscal year was not completed at the time of this report. However,
performance on measurable objectives for the first half of FY 94-95 was satisfactory.

c

The program is accessible to clients throughout the county, and provides the tools to assist clients in
becoming self-sufficient, realize their potential, and build self-esteem. The Agency has non-financial
agreements for displaced homemaker services with several agencies. The coordination and collaboration
with these and other social service agencies assists clients in becoming independent, and those with
children can hope to gain meaningful employment to support their families. The follow-up process allows
clients to keep in touch with each other, as well as receive on-going support.
Recommendations made as a result of the programmatic monitoring included: 1) That staff receive
training regarding case management of client files to include completion of forms, organization of
materials, and clear, concise case-notes. (JWB staff offered to provide technical assistance regarding the
above recommendation. On-site assistance will be provided by JWB staff in November); 2) Because no
direct services are being provided for follow-up clients, it was recommended that after three months these
files be closed. This will result in a large amount of client file closures. Fiscal recommendations were: 1)
that a payroll process be included in the updating of the Agency fiscal policies and procedures manual;
2) that time-sheets correspond with pay-periods (Twice a month, rather than once a month); and 3)
vendor files be organized.
•
The RWC staff assured JWB staff that appropriate changes with regard to the above would be made.

Contract Manager: Gayla P. Larkin
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SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Youth Homes of Florida

PROGRAM:

Plantation House I

DATE OF VISIT:

June 29, 1995- July 10, 1995

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER BED PER DAY:

1994195
$349,258
$109,318
$107

Plantation House I is a 12-bed emergency shelter facility providing 24 hour awake supervision to
adolescent females 12 to 17 years of age in Pinellas County. All residents rrust be screened and
accepted for placement by the Department of Health & Rehabilitative Services - Emergency Shelter
Program prior to placement in the shelter. The shelter also houses a Pinellas County School Board Alternative Education/Dropout Prevention classroom which serves the female residents of Plantation
House I as well as youth from other programs.
Monitoring activities included: an entrance conference with the Executive Director, tour of the facility,
interviews with the program staff, interviews with several residents, a review of client files, interview with
the teacher and observation of students during class and an exit conference with the Executive Director.
The entrance conference also included an assessment of program services. staffing pattern, program
statistics and performance on measurable objectives.
There have been no major changes in the program this past year. Renovation of the entire facility was
completed this year. There were 5 girls in residence at the time of the visit. Staff reported that the
residents placed in shelter appear to be getting younger. Case management services and subsequent
documentation and record keeping have greatly improved over the past two years. Client files are
maintained appropriately and there were no deficiencies noted. The Dropout Prevention classroom was
reinstated this past fiscal year. The students were well behaved and the teaching staff were enthusiastic
about the program services. Interviews with staff and residents were positive.
Plantation House I ensures that the status offender needing temporary shelter but not fitting the Juvenile
Detention Center criteria is provided shelter care, basic living needs, appropriate education, counseling
and supervision in a controlled environment. Although the resident's stay at the shelter may vary from
one day to one year, the program structure, normal regimen of daily living and capable staff, provides
excellent care and services.
Staff are commended for the overall improvements in program
implementation and documentation of services.
Recommendations were made to revise the program policies and procedures to reflect current practices
and fiscal reqested information regarding the current status of payroll taxes.

Contract Manager: Patricia S. Davis
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•rvices to children
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Monthly Update

of
Planned Activities
DECEMBER 1 - DECEMBER 31. 1995

Juvenile Welfare Board, 6698 68 Ave. N., Suite A.
Pinellas Park, Fl 34665-5060

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:

1,106
916
932

NOVEMBER, 1993:
NOVEMBER, 1994:
NOVEMBER, 1995:

YTD 1993/4:
YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:

5,206
1,866
2,439

YTD 1993/4:
YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:

872
828
317

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
130
381
285

NOVEMBER, 1993:
NOVEMBER, 1994:
NOVEMBER, 1995:

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION:

1,217

NOVEMBER, 1995

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988
1986/1987
1985/1986

2,756
10,971
23,518
18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045
16,030
16,005

YTD 1995/6:

2,756

YEAR TO DATE (YTD)

-

DATE
~2/1195

1

'214195

2/4/95

r

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

EARNING IN THE HOME
'SNVJRONMENT

p698 68TH AVE N

F'AMJLY RESiliENCY

I)T PETERSBURG
I)UNCOAST BOARD OF

~UILDING SELF-ESTEEM

TYPE

rJUILDING STRENGTHS IN FAMIUES

ADENE RANSDEU, M A.

PROFESSIONAL

)TRATEGIES FOR STRENGTHENING THE
FAMILY'S ABIUTY TO BECOME MORE

DIANA BEARD-WJWAMS

PROFESSIONAL

ACK HARTMAN, M. .A.

PROFESSIONAL

~EALTORS

~ESIUENT

fiiGHPOINT ELEMENTARY

~KIUS DEVELOPMENT FOR INCREAS-

,_..REATIVE ACTIVITIES FOR STRENGTH~NING FAM.lUES

ACK HARTMAN, MA.

!PROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONAL WJU LEARN TECHVIQUES FOR EFFECTIVE SPEAKING

ACK HARTMAN, MA.

!pROFESSIONAL

'F'AMILY BUJWING

~98 68TH AVE N
~T PETERSBURG

1217195

PUBUC SPEAKING

15698 68TH AVE N

)T PETERSBURG
218195

· PRESENTOR(S)

I)T PETERSBURG

'215195

1

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

•

,...ONTROL THEORY FOR
VOUTH

5698 68TH AVE N

DEVELOPING PERSONAL
'r:;OMMITMENT IN YOUTH

rm98 68TH AVENUE N

NG SELF-ESTEEM

4PPLYING THE PRINCIPALS OF REALITY
1/ERAPY TO WORK WITH YOUTH

1AMES

f/ELPING YOUTH DEVELOP PLANS FOR
1/E FUTURE, FORM CHARACTER AND
DEVELOP THEIR IDENTITY

ITIM ANDREWS, M.A .

!pROFESSIONAL

I)T PETERSBURG

I)HERRIF'S ADMIN

PARTICIPANT WIU LEARN SKILLS FOR
DEAUNG WITH DIFFICULT BEHAVIORS

lrACK HARTMAN, MA.

IPROFESSIONAL

P5

DEAUNG WITH DIFFICULT
'r:;UENTS

~21131

~ARRATIVE & MORAL

p698 68TH AVE N

!PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

'r.JSING STORIES TO ENCOURAGE
~ORAL DEVELOPMENT IN CHIWREN

lriM ANDREWS, MA.

~5

I)T PETERSBURG

1121151

~UILDING SELF-ESTEEM

p698 68TH AVE N

~ETHODS TO EMPOWER CHIWREN

!PROFESSIONAL

I)T PETERSBURG

~D BE AN EFFECTIVE ROLE MODEL

r--UCY MAUNSKI

NCHIWREN

21111
95

2113/

P5

~T PETERSBURG

NOYES, ED. DIR.

!pROFESSIONAL

"'

...

.-------------------------------------------------------------
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Item IV.M
Regular Meeting 12/14/95

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members~

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directo
Services
Browning Spence, Director, Commu
Mary Romanik, Director, Community Janning and Development/tM.

ff61-

PINELLAS EARLY CHILDHOOD COLLABORATIVE

c

The Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (PECC) has been meeting monthly
since April 1995. The partners include the Executive Director/Supervisor (or
their designee) from the following agencies/programs: JWB, United Way, School
System, Pinellas Education Foundation, HRS, Pre-K Early Intervention, Pre-K
Handicapped, Coordinated Child Care, Head Start, Success by Six and the
Pinellas County License Board for Children's Centers and Family Day Care
Homes. This group is meeting pursuant to the Memorandum of Agreement
signed at the JWB meeting on October 13, 1994.
The mission of PECC is to enhance and improve the planning and delivery of
early childhood education and care. Their goals are as follows:
• to increase the availability of quality early care and education programs
• to increase the professionalism of early childhood providers thereby
improving the quality of programs
• to eliminate the duplication of services
• to advocate for increased funding of early care and education programs
• to encourage coordination and collaborative efforts in the early care and
education system
• to coordinate efforts to provide a seamless system of delivery
The key activity of the Collaborative has been the development of a unified
waiting list to be shared between Head Start, Coordinated Child Care, and the
Pre-K Early Intervention and Pre-K Handicapped programs. A computer
consultant has been contracted to analyze the existing computer resources and
identify the costs associated with a unified system.
The members of PECC have been successful in stemming the flow of state
mandated advisory committees. The Collaborative is becoming recognized as
the early childhood advisory body in Pinellas County, thereby eliminating the
need for another committee, council etc.

In 1994/95 members of PECC received a $10,000 planning grant for the
Collaborative Partnership Project from the Department of Education. The
Collaborative submitted a proposal for continuation funding in 1 995/96 for
$125,000. The grant is non-competitive and notification of approval should
occur in mid-December.
JWB has provided a staff member, Mary Ann Goodrich, on a half time basis to
coordinate the activities of the Collaborative. PECC has requested a full time
coordinator, P.ayable from continuation grant funds and will contract with JWB
for the full time services of Mary Ann Goodrich through the grant cycle. ·

Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich

•
•• -
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APPENDIX 0
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
PROPOSED CIDLDS PARK YOUTH INITIATIVE COUNCIIJJWB
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

PURPOSE
1.

Create a mutual continuous consensus-building mechanism representing the
interests of the Childs Park Youth Initiative Council, JWB and the national Public
Private Ventures CCYD project.

2.

Vest maximum authority, consistent with statutory obligations and recognized best
practice for program and administrative decision making, with a recognized,
representative community body.

3.

Formalize the relationship between JWB and the Childs Park community in a
fashion which accommodates the vested interests of both parties in the success of
the CCYD contract between JWB and Public Private Ventures.
·

4.

Organize the considerable talents and resources of the Child~k Community
and the Juvenile Welfare Board in the most efficient, effective fashion to foster
neighborhood and youth development in the Childs Park Community.

5.

Maximize the availability of resources for developmental and program purposes.

6.

Simplify administrative and fiscal procedures to gain maximum efficiency and
effectiveness.

PLANNING
The Childs Park Youth Initiative Council will be responsible for developing the Childs
Park CCYD Program Plan consistent with P/PV-CCYD guidelines. (Positive adult
relationships, gap activities, youth involvement, work as a multipurpose tool, and
continuous link of services.)
The Childs Park-CCYD Program Plan will be submitted to the JWB for its
ratification which also constitutes authorization to undertake implementation
activities and expenditures.
Ratification of the plan will be consistent with JWB's statutory responsibilities.
All parties agree to the development of a mutually agreed upon plan. The
Program Plan will not be subject to unilateral modification by the JWB.

c
0-1

RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Childs Park Youth Initiative Council will identify the utilization of financial and human
resources by specific purpose in the Childs Park-CCYD Plan and participate in the
identification for potential providers. The Childs Park Youth Initiative Council will
make final determination of specific providers, participate in the monitoring process and
be responsible for the final evaluation and determination of eligibility for contract
renewal in accordance with specific guidelines developed by JWB concerning the
allocation of financial and human services.
Contracts will be executed by JWB or a mutually agreeable intermediary. All programs
will have monitoring and evaluation components which will be jointly developed by JWB
and Childs Park Youth Initiative Council.
JWB will intervene in the process only in cases of breach of statutory or other legal
obligation or breach of either fiduciary responsibility or the JWB/Public Private Ventures
Contract. JWB will qesignate a Contract Manger of the Childs Park-CCYD contract
who will also be available to assist in monitoring of subcontracts.
FISCAL ADMINISTRATION
The Childs Park Youth Initiative Council and JWB will jointly develop an annual
administrative plan and budget and review the feasibility of establishing a separate notfor-profit corporation in the second year of the contract.
JWB will serve as fiscal agent, provide all fiscal and accounting services and commit to
adapt its processes and procedures to the extent feasible to accommodate the Childs
Park-CCYD Plan.
Any additional resources awarded or donated to Childs Park-CCYD through JWB will
be maintained in a separate account for the exclusive use of CCYD. JWB will provide
confirmation of donation for any donor who may request it for tax purposes.
JWB and Childs Park Youth Initiative Council will work out a mutually agreeable plan
by which Childs Park Youth Initiative Council will participate in the approval/review
process of expenditures under the Childs Park-CCYD plan.
JWB will provide the Childs Park Youth Initiative Council with timely financial reports
of Childs Park-CCYD financial resources. JWB will absorb all costs as fiscal agent out
of existing capability but will reserve the right to seek approval of the Childs Park Youth
Initiative Council for reimbursement of specific out of pocket costs.

0-2

PERSONNEL SUPPORT
Appropriate staff will be hired by the JWB and will be subject to JWB personnel
practices. Staff will be, to the extent possible, residents of Childs Park or contiguous
areas and offices will be housed in the Childs Park neighborhood.
The Childs Park Youth Initiative Council will be participating in the following personnel
involvement in the recruitment, screening and interview of individual candidates and the
preparation of a list of recommended candidates. The candidate finally selected must
have the approval of the Childs Park Youth Initiative Council.
The Childs Park Youth Initiative Council will provide input for staff evaluation at least
annually and will have the authority to request reassignment of staff.
Personnel will receive supervision and technical assistance from JWB consistent with
statutory or other legal obligations, standards of fiduciary responsibility and the
provisions of the Childs Park-CCYD and JWB-P/PV Contract. Oversight of the day to
day operations will be the basic responsibility of Childs Park Youth Initiative Council,
therefore a representative from Childs Park Youth Initiative Council and the JWB
Administration will meet regularly to coordinate the utilization of staff and JWB
supporting resources. Priority setting and a detailed work plan will be developed in
conjunction with CPYIC and must be approved by CPYIC.
GENERAL JWB ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT
In addition to the capacities of the Community Planning and Development and Programs
& Finance Departments, the Training Center, Research and Development Center and
Strategic Communications will be made available to the Childs Park-CCYD program to
support its implementation activities.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
While consensus building is the desired operational value, a dispute resolution process
will be developed following generally accepted procedures - one party each selected by
Childs Park Youth Initiative Council and JWB and a third party acceptable to both
Childs Park Youth Initiative Council and JWB
TERM
The memorandum would have a fixed term, renewal options and termination provisions.
SUNSIDNELAW
All activities conducted by the CPYIC will be in accordance with the Sunshine Law.
s:\ccyd\appendix\principles.o
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Pinellas County -

James E. Mills, ACSW
Executive Director
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Ei&JU Pinellas IIIII PIICO CXlUIIIies DODpofit mental talth llld subllm:le-abuae
qencie5 have blnded qelher to punue
CXliiiiW:U with IDIIIIpd aft CCI'II*'"
and lqe employm.
Still 1 fled&lin& orpnizltioD, the PinelJu..Puco Providr:n' Group IDe~ allo CIIIDd
P30, expeas to baw 111 euculiw direc·
101' in olfice by Dec. 1' aaid ils paidea.
Norma Rienhardt.
Rienhardl aaid each qency's bolrd ill
Seplember aped 10 1 curmll·yetr _ . .
men! o( s 13,200 10 finance the pulb llld
to JIUIIdl I j:lint ~ dfM.
The eight qencies had canbined budpes o( $113 million in the fiscal yelr aided June 30, and they laVed IIICR lbao
50,(XX) indivdlal elienls, ReiDhlrdl aaid.
Amon& their clienls were 1 1111111 IUIIbet
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But Rienbardl aaid 11101t d the ap~~
cies' Iundin& is derived from ue p1U,
Medicare, Medicaid llld local pamntlll
qencies like the Juvenile Welfa Bqpd
o( Pinellas Counly.
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to sud! 1 Jarae llld aeverely needy populalion for sud!
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ICCUJr. 100," Ricnhardt said.
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'7oday, poor people may aet bea.er
mental talth llaiiDall lbao diDie with
ialunnce," RieMinll aaid.
She aaid many people who would be
cowred by P3G
services mi&ht - - - - - - - - - - - - typically - piVale

JIIYCbololists

ar p&yebiatrisU.
'7be babit ill
the field bas been

This is the first such
effort in Pinellas and
Pasco counties.

to - periods
people far
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- have larDed to provide."
Any P3G CXJIIh:l .mea would be
tiiland to 1 privlle campaoy's ~ R»
blrdl aaid. Scrvicea could illelude brief
ClUlpltiall aad illpiDcU llallllcd, pnaJ
bolpt1lizlrim, clay llallllcd, naideDDII
aft aad ocber .mea.
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"LITTLE" ARTISTS GO PAINT BRUSH TO CRAYON AT JWB
Contributed by: Polly
All Littles matched and Little Pals as well. were InVIted by The Juvenile Welfare Board to represent Big
Brothers/Big SISters In the Juvenile Welfare Board 50th Anniversary Art Contest. Winner's works of an w1ll be
featured 1n the JWB 50th AnDJversary Calendar (1996). We are very proud to announce that we have two
contestants In the running They are Little Sister Shana. and Little Sister Angela. Their works are shown below.
Thank you. Little SISters for using your talents to represent Big Brothers/Big Sisters so creatively • and best of
luck to you In the contest! II
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Community Councils
By Nicholas L. Ottaviano
Perhaps you have never heard of the
Juvenile Welfare Board, or have but
don't know what services it provides
with your tax dollars. Well, now you
can learn about the JWB and participate in one of its pilot programs by
joining a Community Council. The
three Community Councils - North,
Mid and South - were formed one year
ago to address issues affecting children
and families in each of the three geographic areas. The councils meet once
a month to raise issues, monitor the
progress of various community projects
and discuss the status of other committees. As a member, you will have direct
access to, and involvement in, JWB

activities.
Each council has its own bylaws and
officers, and must be comprised of 75%
lay members - those not employed in
the human services fields (e.g. health,
education, social services). Where you
live determines on which council you
will setve.
If you are interested in becoming
involved in your community, are concerned with issues affecting children
and families and want a diversion from
law related activities,:· you should consider joining your community council.
You can apply by contacting Dorothy
Whitlock at the Juvenile Welfare Board,
6698 68th Ave. N., Suite A, Pinellas
Park, A... 34665-5060, 54 7-5600.

•

Science on the fast track

News for alumni and friends of the University of South Florida at St. Petersburg

Oasis School links
up with campus
The Oasis Program, a dropout
prevention program formally called
Oasis School, was resurrected at
USF St. Petersburg this fall. It is
funded by a $123,000 grant from the
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas
County.
Started in 1986, the school
reaches 75 Pinellas students a year.
It serves middle-schoolers ages 11 to
15, the years when they are most at
risk of leaving school and getting
involved with drugs and crime.
Jim Martin directs the Oasis
Program, housed at USF St. Petersburg, where its students now attend
classes.
The school maintains a racial and
gender balance and seeks students
who may have self-esteem problems
but also are intelligent. "Kids will
give you their worst before they give
you their best," Martin observed.
Oasis provides alternatives to the
educational mainstream and helps
students discover a range of choices.
Parental involvement is required.
The academic program also
features a wilderness experience. At
the start of the school year, staff and
students take a 100-mile canoe trip

for five days in central Florida.
Getting to know each other in an
informal setting builds trust and
communication skills. During the
school year, parents participate in
weekend trips, sharing time with
their children away from the rigors
of city living.
The second part of the dropout
prevention effort is called Oasis
Challenge and runs year-round for
60 students. It is a nonacademic
after-school program that teaches
problem-solving skills. It also has
summer sessions.
The Oasis Program has an 85
percent success rate in keeping
students from dropping out and in
improving their grades. It welcomes
volunteers and private benefactors.
Other supporters of the Oasis
School include the Pinellas County
School system, the governor's office,
the city of St. Petersburg and County
Social Services.
For information, call Jim Martin
at 893-9159 or 893-9151.
2
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To contact us:
Got a question or comment about
Home&Garden? Is there somethi"41
you'd like to see us write about?
Cali our VoiceMaillines, 892·2316
(for Home calls) and 892-2314 (for
Garden). Fax us at (813) 892-2327.
Write us at the Times, P .0. Box
1121, St. Petersburg, FL33731. Or
E-Mail: CompuServe, 76170,1417
or JudyStark@aol.com
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HOW TO DO IT: Construction trainer Grover Griffin directs Trevor White (kneeling) and Roderick Thomas on drywall work at a house YouthBuild students are
rehabilitating on 19th Street S in St. Petersburg.

c
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Building themselves a brighter future
By JUDY STARK
Times Homes Editor

one
nail
at a
time
• An innovative
program

develops
building skills .
and gives a focus
to young people
who once
seemed lost
They and the
program are

working.

ST. PE"rnRSBURG
,.

hey used ID spend a lot of time
hanging out- in the words of

one young man. "running the
streets and doing nothing and finding

trouble ID get into.•
Now they learn carpentJy and drywall,
painting and plumbing and electrical
work. They go ID school to eam·the high
school diplomas they missed out on when
they dropped out of school They spend
time as volunteers on community projects.
With their newly learned construction
skins they remodel rundown homes that
will be sold to low-income buyers.
With luck, they'll have a job, a paycheck
and a future.
"People don't look at me like they used
to," said Roderick 'lboma!i, 18. "They see
rm trying 1D do something with my life. It
makes my community respect me a little
more and makes me respect them a little
more."
"It's a big change," said Roy Rowe, 19,
who dropped out ofhigh school in the
lOth grade. "I used tD be on the streets all
day, 24 hour.! a day. Now, I want tD make
a 6unily, have my own home, get me a
good job, all that kind of stuff.•
The goal of the progr1ll1l, called Yout&
Build St. Petenburg, "is building integrity," says program manage' Deborah L.
Lyons. "As they're rebuilding a house,
they're rebuilding themselYes.•

•••

For years. Lyons said, teachers have
been telling these young men and
women. "You'll oeY1!f be anything." Now,
she said, studenlll realize: "I am !IOIDebody. I have a skill.•
YouthBuild St. Petersburg was eslll&
1ished at the W'ging of City Council members Ernest Fillyau and Leslie Cumm,
who thought it would have a positive
impact on the neighborhood from Fourth
tD 31st streets Sand from F'Jfth ID 20th
avenues S. which, according ID .I!!3Di&
Please see MIILDIN8 50

..

IIMUIIIN8 SIUUS: Eubie Rhymes paints
in a classroom at the Pinellas Technical
Education Center. "It makes you feel kind of
good. You can point- 'I did that. I know
how to do that,' • he said.

HANDUNG WITH CARE:
Con.struction manager Israel E.
R~llrr's: "These students, in my
oprnron, they really need
someone to care. If they know ·
you're concerned, they want to
do right."
·

Building

ttm1D

Welfare Board figures, has "the high~unemplOyment rate of people
>etween the ages of 16 and 24 and
:fd.highest dropout rate," Lyons
Based at the Pinellas Technical
Education Centers in St. Petersburg
!fte program is open to young peopl~
m that age bracket who are high
school dropouts, unemployed or
underemployed and of low income.
Because the students are drawn
from that target area, the first two
classes "are 99 percentAfrican~can." Lyons said, but the program 1S open to all. ·
The program is financed by almost
$1-million from the federal Department of Housing and Urban Devel~e~t and another $700,000 in cash
or in-kind contnbutions from the City
of St. Petersburg, the Juvenile Wel&re Board, the Pinellas Private
Industzy Council and the Pinellas
County School Department There is
a staff of eight There are YouthBuild
programs in other states and elsewhere in Florida; Tampa has just
received funding for a program that
will be similar to St. Petersburg's.
Students earn $425 an hour for
participating in the program. Every
two months they are eliglble for a 25cent-an-hotir increase, based on performance, attendance and attitude
Lyons said, and every two weeks '
they can earn a $10 perfect attendance bonus. Three or four students
from a class of 24 usually earn that
bonus, she said.

Students alternate nine weeks in
the classroom at PrnC, learning academic and voc,ational skiDs, with nine
weeks on the job site rehabilitating
rundown homes. During spring and
Christmas breaks, students work on
real job sites with local contractors.
'Tm a Republican, I don't believe
in wasting money," said Daniel Aslr ·
line, a St. Petersburg remodeling
contractor who is on the program's
management committee, "but this is
one program that works. It's a step in
the right direction."
~first class graduated Oct 24.
N"me of those students now have fulltime jobs (not aD in the construction
field); five more are staying on at
PrnC for more vocational training;
others are working with YouthBuild
staff to find jobs. A second class of
24, selected from lOO.applicants, is
now enrolled.
Angela 'Sutton; 19, a member of
Jast month's graduating class, has
found a job in retail sales, which she
says requires "a lot of organization
and hard work. People say to me,
'Are you sure you can do this?' I say,
1f I can do YouthBuild, I can do any1:hing,' " she said, standing in a shiny
blue cap and gown as she awaited
the start of the ceremony. She
praised the program's confidencebuilding and the one<>n-one attention
and followup she and others received
from teachers and advisers.

•••

Hanging on the waD of the house
·on 19th StreetS that students are
rehabilitating is a list of starting
hourly rates for various construction

jobs: mason, roofer, electrician, $7.50
-an hour. Heavy equipment driver, $9.

"We're out here to help" Lyons
said. "We can see them ~e
progress. But there is peer pressure"
to step onto the wrong side of the
law. "They're making $425 an hour.
They.can make illegal money. They
have to have a reason, they have to
want to make a difference."
She knows that not every student
will earn that GED, not every student
will finish the program, not every stir
dent will find a job in the building
trades. But they can "build a work
history, develop some goals, work
· toward and feel good about their
accomplishments."
Israel E. Rollins, a retired building
contractor, now works as Youtlr
Build's construction manager.
"These young people have had so
much trouble in their lives, you
wouldn't~." he said one recent
day outside the bouse wnere stir
dents were working. Those who
have been in jail, he said, "know that
there's nothing in jail; they want to
go out and make a living." .
And, he said, "they just want som~
one to care for them." Hone of them
is unhappy, "it's just like one of your
own children."
One of the students shouted:
"Hey, why you leave your keys in the
door?" Rollins' face crinkled into a
grin. "You look outfor Daddy
Rollins," he told the young man.
Rollins and construction trainer
Grover Griffin are there to teach

Rl!l"' DIRECn~N: "It's a .real special program," Marion Moody, 21,
sard of YouthBurld. "You prck up on a lot of things, get back on your
feet, send you in the right direction where you want to go. It keeps
you busy, keeps you off the street."

these yotmg men and women construction skills....;_ carpentJy, drywall,
electricity, tiling, plumbing- but
they teach other "real world" skills as
well: How to fill out a fonn. How to
show up on time. How to resolve dif
ferences amicably on the job site.
There are regular evaluations, lots of
feedback, counseling sessions with
those who aren't measuring up. "We
don't play with 'em. We don't babysit
anyone. We make sure they do what
they're supposed to do," Rollins said.
Remodeling the houses is "the
first time some of them have ever
completed something," he said. After
the final city inspection, he said,
there are hugs and high-fives. "'t's
completed. You can see the-look."

•••

These yotmg people have not had
easy lives. That may be why they
sound so eager to change them.
"'n and out of jail," said Dana

Evans Jr., 22, detailing his police
record: "Strong-ann robbery, posse&
sion of marijuana, possession of a
firearm. Standard trouble."
Julia Willis, 20, the only white
female in the prOgram, dropped out
of school in the lOth grade. She sold
·fiowers for a while. Before YouthBuild she was doing "absolutely
nothing," she said. "You get older,
time was just flying by." She would
like some day to be a homicide
detective.
·
"The only reason people hang out
on the comer, they ain't got nothin'
else to do," said Roderick Thomas.
"'f you get people occupied, they
won't be out on the comer."
- Malissa Henderson, 25- at the
job site the yotmg men tease her and
call her "Militia" - is the mother of
four children, ages 8, 6, 3, and 14
months. "' wanted something better
for my children," she said. "living on
welfare wasn't getting it" She wants
someday to own an interior design
business. "'twas time to get out on
my own," she said of the reason for
enrolling in YouthBuild in August
"You get farther if you depend on
yourself." Now she has learned to
take out windows, use a power saw,
install green~ around a bathtub.
"When you learn new things you feel
good about yourself."
Before he started with YouthBuild,
Eubie Rhymes, 18, was in the Juvenile Detention Center. Why? "Riding
around in a stolen car. Grand theft
auto," he said.
"YouthBuild gave me my last
chance," Rhymes said. 'Tm straight
now. rve paid almost an my restitution. rm rollin'."
Rhymes worked on a house the
students rehabilitated on James
Avenue S. "it makes you feel kinda
good, you can point, 'I did that, I
know how to do that,'_" ~e ~d.

TEACHING EACH OTHER: Edward Middlebrooks II, left and Letica
Sanders, right, leam to repair a faucet under the guidance of
fellow student Norris Watson, center.

·!'Even to- sit down and talk about it
and know I know what fm talking
about ... when people say, 'Good
job,' it makes you feel good.
"Look at me," he said. "At least I
got something I can do. The only
thing I did was get in trouble,
before." He left high school in the
lOth grade. At YouthBuild, he scored
50 points above the passing grade on
his GED; his advisers think he is coJ.
lege material "' ain't stupid. rm
smart Ain't nothin' else really to do.
You don't say, 'Let's go do something, tJy to get in jail.' But there's
nothin' else more fun to do than get
in trouble. You're playing tag, the
police is it Trouble is like the prize.
Gives you something to talk about
YouthBuild gives you something
positive to talk about"

•••

"He was bored. He had nothing to
do. AD he had to do was focus his
energy," said Hilda Durham, the
mother of Eubie Rhymes, as she
waited for graduation ceremonies to
begin. "This program means a lot to
me. It kept him out of a lot of trouble.
"A lot of people can use this program," she said. "'t keeps the kids off
the streets and teaches them responSibility. Eubie has a lot of talent," but
he lacked confidence in himself, she
said.
Seated beside her in a row of fold.ing chairs, Leotis Watson said her

son Norris Watson, 24, was "at a
dead end" until he got into YouthBuild. Now he helps with repairs
around the house and talks with
pride about "things I never ever
knew I could do and I could learn."
"Most parents worry about their
kids getting in trouble," said Ollie
Davenport Shorter, who had two
sons in last month's graduating class:
George Davenport, 24, and Anthony
Davenport, 22. To her, the program
was a lifeline that gave her sons "a
trade that can lead to a job ... gave
them something to do . .. so they
weren't on the street and weren't
involved with drugs."

•••

Uke all graduations, YouthBuild's
ceremony at the Enoch Davis Center
was a night of optimism, joy and
pride.
The next night, one of the graduates, Clarence Wright, 23, was shot •
to death outside his apartment on
Third Avenue S, apparently the victim of a robber.
So it was a subdued group who
gathered two days later for a regular
Friday afternoon session on dealing
with·anger and aggression and
improving their self-image.
"Man, he was the last person" who
might be expected to meet a violent
death, one young man said, staring
at a newspaper story about the shooting. 'Tve never seen him mad with
nobody." In the days to come, after
an arrest was made, students would
grope for an answer to the question,

•••

ASPIRAnONS: Program
manager Deborah L. Lyons: "A
big part of the program is ·
showing students that the sky's
the limit ... telling them, 'Yes,
you can do it.' "

YouthBuild students are required
to Pl!t in 100 ho';U'S of_conununity
semce- working wtth neighbor·hood associations or churches, volunteering with the city's Neighborhood Team or Paint St Pete Proud
helping at shelters or day<are cen-'
ters.
.
"Instead of destroying a conunuru.
ty, tearing it up, throwing bottles
down, you can take pride," Lyons
;;aid. "That's why the target area's
unportant It's up to you to keep your
house in good condition so it does
not invite people to destroy it"
Working to rehab homes in their
conununity gives the students "ownership of the neighborhood . .. If you
build it up, you don't Jet anybody
come in and tear it down."
Roderick Thomas says that what
he likes most about Y~.tuthBuild is
that "so many other doors open. You
can do something in your life. You
ain't always got to be getting in trouble ... You won't set a bad example
for the yo~r generatio~. ¥Y par-

ents are 100 percent proua or me
now. They used to be upset with me.
Now they see, he's trying to do
something with his life a little bit I
have a whole new outlook on life.
When you're doing good, you feel
better."
Aundrey Stewart, 23, served time
for auto theft.For him, YouthBuild
was "another chance. Here I am.
Without it I probably wouldn't have
had a chance."
Said Stewart "Every year it gets
harder and harder to find a chance to
do anything. You have to find anything to help you out, get you farther
than you are today.
"The comer ain't gonna be there
forever. You got to get off the comer
someday."
·

• For more in/ormation about
YouthBuild St. Petersburg, caU pr(}gram manager Deborah L Lyons at
893-1255. •

"Why?"
A week before, counselor Kim T.
'ownsel had conducted a lively se&
sion, helping the students to ro~
play confrontations and resolve their
differences. This day he spoke quietly to them. "Most young black men
have had to deal with this -losing
friends, peers, relatives," he told
them. "It doesn't seem to slow down,
either."
In the face of an event that might
have some youths wondering
whether their efforts at self-improvement were pointless, Townsel said:
"These young men are not giving
up." Having worked so hard and
come so far, he said, these young .
men are saying, " Tm going to do
what's right, because I know the dfr

terence.'"
A week earlier he had challenged
the students, asking, "Are you going
to work and make it, or are you .
going to steal it and take it?"
For these youths, Townsel said,
"the light has gone on, and they are
empowered. They want to be more
in control of their lives . . . I think
most of the students in this program
say their prayers, count their blessings, and want to take advantage of
he opportunity and use it in a positive way.''

PRESENT AND FVTURE: YouthBuild graduate Carter Fillyau gets a
~onwatulatory ~lap on graduation night from Aundrey Stewart, who
IS st1ll enrolled 1n ~he program. Fillyau's grandfather, City Council
mem~r Ernest F1llyau, was one of the driving forces behind the
estabhshm~nt of YouthBuild. Carter Fillyau's goal: "Hopefully, find
me a _good JO~ ~nd .make me some good money." He is·continuing

vocational tra1n1ng

1n

plumbing at PTEC.
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LEARNING 1HE TASKS: Julia Willis pulls nails from recycled lumber at the YouthBuild house on 19th StreetS in St. Petersburg. "It's

learning experience even If you don't end up in construction as a career."

CIRADUAnON NIGHT: Clarence Wright, left, Marion Moody, center, and George Davenport share

smiles and applause at YouthBuild's graduation Oct. 24. The next night Wright was shot to death, the
victim of an apparent robbery.
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Perpetual giver and
doer to receive thanks
• Two groups will
·honor a tireless
conununity leader who
redefines
·"volunteerism."
By BETTY JEAN MILLER

c

Tllnealtllft Writer

ST. PETERSBURG - People
have suggested Mary Wyatt Allen's
name for everything from mayor to
corporation president.
Thanks, but she is very happy
doing exactly what she does: volunteering.
"I'm one of those fortunate people who for 40 years has lived the life
she wanted to as a young person,"
says this St. Petersburg native.
The community appreciates her
dedication, and the results she gets.
That's why she is being honored by
two organizations Thursday.
The National Society of FundRaising Executives, Suncoast Chapter, will honor her at a noon luncheon
at Tampa's Hyatt Regency, and the
Mental Health Association of Pinellas County will give a dinner in her
honor at the St. Petersburg Yacht
Club, presenting her with its "Lifetime of Caring" award.
The award is an apt one for her.
A lover of country as well as

community, Ms. Allen credits her
commitment to her mother and father, the late Rachel and Nathaniel
"Niel" Upham.
·shore Acres developer Upham
helped establish the American Legion Crippled Children's Hospital,
forerunner to All Children's Hospital, and was given the Chamber of
Commerce "Good Government"
award. Mrs. Upham helped establish
many of the organizations in which
her daughter followed her footsteps.
Please see GIVER Page 2
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from Page 1

"She worked on the referendwn to establish the Juvenile Welfare Board, helped start what
woUld tater 'become All Children's
Hospital Guild, and was the first
elected president of the St. Petersburg Junior League after it became
the Junior League," says Ms. Allen. "I remember when I was
about 5, her volunteer work took
her to Clearwater. That was such a
great distance that she would take
me along."
Tragedy struck this giving
family twice, for Ms. Allen's older
brother Niel died of polio when she
was in junior high school, and Mrs.
Upham was stricken with Alzheimer's disease in her mid-40s and
died of it after 1 7 years. A younger
sister, Marion Ballard, lives in St.
Petersburg.
Divorced when her children
were small, Ms. Allen raised her
two sons alone, and remains close
to them. Both will attend her
awards dinner Thursday. She has
one grandson, Nathaniel, 6, and
she lives in the Shore Acres home
her parents built.
Ms. Allen began her volunteerism with the Junior League. She
branched out into the Juvenile
Welfare Board, of which she was
chairwoman, and became president of the YWCA Board, the
Young Woman's Residence, the St.
Petersburg Centennial Activities
Council, and the St. Petersburg
Historical Society. She has served
as chairwoman of the Salvation
Army Board, the Arts Center
board, and St. Anthony's Development Foundation. She has served
on the Pinellas County Arts Council and the Firemen's Pension

Board, and has been recognized for
her achievements by being named
Queen of Hearts.
She currently heads the
YWCA/University of South Florida
Family Village Campaign, now
within 76 percent of its $1.8-million goal.
"She definitely is our leadership on this," says YWCA Executive Director Peggy Sanchez. "You
know if Mary Wyatt is on the job,
the project is a go. Without her I
don't think our campaign would
have been a success. And she is
active in so many programs - art,
history. She generally just works
toward the improvement and quality of life in St. Petersburg."
"Although we were aware of
her interest in children's services
because of her work with the Juvenile Welfare Board, we found that
she quickly formed as intense an
interest in our seriously mentally
ill adults," says Norma Rienhardt,
executive director of the Suncoast
Center for Community Mental
Health. Now a member of the organization's executive committee,
Ms. Allen is "as interested in how

our clients are doing as she is the
financial condition of the agency."
Another current endeavor is
the renovation and restructuring
of the St. Petersburg Mission, now
called Beacon House. Here, Ms.
Allen serves as special events
chairwoman, which she finds
"means a nwnber of things." This
year, it means raising $65,000 in
local matching funds for the city,
state and federal grants already
designated.
Oh, there have been challenges. Like being chairwoman of
the Florence Crittenton board during its years in becoming the
Young Women's Residence. And
the Historical Society's billboard
campaign to "See the old fossils
downtown" at the St. Petersburg
Musewn of History, not well received in some sectors. And more
firings and hirings than she ever
anticipated.
But her standards for others
are as high as they are for herself.
Her prime requisite for an organization's director?
"They have to really care
about St. Petersburg."

f
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Grant aims for positive
in Childs Park
• About $700,000 has
been committed to
promote opporttmities for
young people in the area.
The program could be a
national model.

THE CHILDS
PARK PROJECT:

By ADAM C. SMITH
Tlmea Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG - The
neighborhood revitalization efforts
already are visible around Childs
Park.
Witness the youth sports
' leagues, the expanding recreation
facilities, the stepped-up code enforcement, the beautification efforts, the weekly anti-drug marches.
Now those efforts are about to
expand dramatically with an unusual program designed to help
shape national social policy.
A Philadelphia-based think
tank has teamed up with the lw::e:.
nile Welfare Board of Pjne!las to
commit nearly $700,000 to target
the 2,100 Childs Park residents
from age 12 to 20. The amount of
the two-year grant may be dramatic in itself. But so is its purpose.
The money is not earmarked
for social problems such as teen
pregnancy or drug treatment centers. Rather, it is supposed to promote basic, "positive" opportunities for young people. That means
programs ranging from business
apprenticeships to theater productions to athletic teams. The idea is
to encourage relationships with
adult role models and to offer
young people in Childs Park constructive activities.

"We just thought the country
needed new examples of communities doing entirely positive things
with their youth," said Gary Walker, president of Public/Private
Ventures, the non-profit company
behind the Community Change for
Youth Project. Walker has been in
St. Petersburg this week survey-

• Target area covers about
390 blocks.
• That area has about
15,000 residents, with an
estimated 2,100 between 12
and 20 years old.
• It's one of youngest areas
of Pinellas, with 29 percent
of residents age 17 or
younger.
• Poverty rate is about 23
percent, compared with 19
percent for city.
• Median household income
is $19,869, compared with
$23,577 citywide.
• Nearly 92 percent of
homes are single-family
homes, and 65 percent are
resident-owned . .
ing the area -and meeting residents.
Ultimately, he hopes what happens in Childs Park can be used to •
mold federal social policies toward
disadvantaged young people. By
focusing resources on positive efforts rather than just on problems,
. Walker thinks the approach may
1 help unite liberal and conservative
philosophies in _Washington.
Please see CHILDS Page 5
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Public/Private Ventures, which receives most of
·its funding from groups such as the Ford and Rockefeller foundations, has committed nearly $500,000
toward the Childs Park effort during the next two
years. The Juvenile Welfare Board has committed an
additional $200,000.
Depending on the success of the project during its
first two years, Walker said, he hopes foundations will
commit funding to continue the p~ogram for a decade.
.,We're going to make Childs Park and Pinellas
County the example for this nation," predicted Juvenile Welfare Board Executive Director Jim Mills, who
hopes to start similar programs in mid-Pinellas and
north-Pinellas. "We're going to see some pretty fine
young men and women come out of this in the next
three to five years."
Public/Private looked at cities throughout the
:country for its experimental project, and in the end
·· selected just three for· quick enactment: St. Petersburg, Austin, Texas, and Savannah, Ga.
What stood out most about St. Petersburg, Walker
said, was Mayor David Fischer's clear commitment
toward targeted neighborhood revitalization, and the
. county's unusual Juvenile Welfare Board. Nationwide,
it is rare to see youth-oriented agencies with taxing
·. authority.
The 39-block targeted area was extended a bit
beyond the boundaries of the Childs Park neighbor-

hood and includes about 15,000 residents. Situated
between Central Avenue and 26th AvenueS and 34th
and 49th streets, it is one of the youngest neighborhoods in the city, with nearly 29 percent of the
residents 17 or younger.
Exactly how the money is spent is largely left up to
a neighborhood advisory committee. A core group of
residents has been working on preliminary plans for
months, but the group is recruiting more volunteers
to launch the program in January. So far, the ideas
include expanding existing programs and starting a
range of new ones, everything from starting a community newspaper to creating a gardening club that
would sell natural food.

If the individual ideas are not particularly unusual,
the variety of players involved and the focus on basic
positive opportunities are.
The Rev. Charles Ray of Childs Park United
Methodist Church, who also coordinates economic
development programs for the city, is heading the
advisory committee. He said the group has various
benchmarks and goals to judge its success. He also
hopes to raise private money to supplement the grant
funding and programs that the city already is pushing
in the neighborhood.
Public/Private may be looking at Childs Park for
some national lessons, but others are focused more
locally. "Forget the national (i.lnpact)," said Mike
Dove, neighborhood partnership director. "As soon as
this works in Childs Park, we'll try to extend this to
other neighborhoods in the city."
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Families of HIV patients
shortchanged, study shows
-HRS statistics show there
were 1,979 reported AIDS
cases in the county as of July 1.
By ANNMARIE SARSFIELD
Tribune Staff Writer
PINELLAS PARK - Children living in
families that bave someone with the HIV vi·
rus aren't receiving the help they need to
deal with it, said a recent study.
But the study shows chUdren wbo are in·
fected themselves seem to be well-served in
Pinellas County.

' ' HIV affects families. Famili_
es
as a unit need to receive a
range of services. , ,
-

Abraham Feingold
Survey Investigator

The Juvenile Welfare Board commis·
sioned the S6,000 study of the impact of HIV
on children in the county.
"We recognized we didn't have a compre·
bensive view of what was happening to or
with HIV children," said Judy Hall, director
of research and development for the board.
But the extent of the problem aoes beyond
the survey's findings.
It was based on 166 children - 2 months
to 18 years - from 74 Pinellas County faml·

lies wbo receive services. Nineteen of tbe
families have HIV-Infected children.
However, there was no way to Identify
other famllles who aren't receiVing help from
any of the 33 agencies that provide such care.
~partment of Health and~Rehabilltatlve
Services statistics sbow as ot July 1 there
were 1,979 reported AIDS~ In the county,
indicating many more people have HIV than
are being served.
\
Among tbe greatest needs '-e study ldenti·
fled: transportation. financial 'assistance and
day care/respite care.
These are services entire families need,
said Abraham Feingold, principal Investigator
of tbe study. At the time, he was associate
director of the University of South . Florida
Center for HIV Education anct Research. He
has since moved to the Unlv~ity of Miami
School of Medicine.
· Child care is especially Important when a
parent is tll, Feingold said. ~ut In Pinellas
and around the country, fuQdlng primarily
goes only to the Infected perJOn, making it
difficult for cblldr~n who need care.
"HIV affects families,'' Feingold said.
"Families as a unit need to receive a range of
services."
.
He said case management Should focus on
an entire family rather than jQSt on the infec·
ted person. Combining services would save
money in the long run, he said.
Hall said she does not rknow bow the
board will use the study because it is devising
a strategic plan, but hopes th~ others will use
it to make some changes. J J
"I hope this is a catalyst Jor action," she
said.

,,
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NEIGHBOR
TO NEIGHBOR

Volunteer honors go to CONA,
others
By JOANNE 8 . WALKER
Tlmee c:.N!!IOiodent

ou're at the library. Did you
know that the person
helping you check out your
books is likely a volunteer?
You're at the Enoch Davis
Center or the Sunshine Center.
Did you know that these pl~ces are
run by volunteers?
In fact, St. Petersburg's
Leisure Services Department,
which oversees these sites and
others, is helped each year by
between 300 and 500 volunteers.
They donate to the city a whopping
60,000 hours annually.
This past week, while federal
employees worried about a
government shutdown, these city
volunteers stood in line to get paid.
Their pay was in the form of a wine
and cheese party at the Museum of
Fine Arts.
Leisure Services has five
departments: Parks, Recreation,
Office of Aging, Libraries, and
Enterprise and Project
Management. Each one nominated
volunteers for four very special
awards.
The Organization of the Year
winner was Council of
Neighborhood Associations.
"So many neighborhood
associations contributed so much
to our recreation centers that we
couldn't choose among them," said
Ethel Haskins, recreation manager
and event master of ceremony.
The solution was to award the
plaque to the umbrella

Y

organization. CONA represents 39
neighborhood associations.
President Karen Mullins said
CONA members are active in
more than a dozen city
commissions or projects. In
addition to recreation centers,
some include Citizen Review
Committee, Asian Crime Watch,
Enoch Davis Center, Red Cross
Disaster Team and Paint St. Pete
Proud.
Other honorees were Dick
Richardson, Volunteer of the Year;
radio station WMTX, Mix 96,
Business Volunteer of the Year;
and Juvenile Welfare Board,
·Special Merit Award.
Richardson "sold thousands of
hotdogs, parked thousands of cars
and braved searing summer heat"
to spread the word about Boyd Hill
Nature Park, park manager Ken
Yancey said in nominating
Richardson.
He has been a volunteer since
1982, and currently is president of
Pinellas Pioneer Settlement Inc.
He supervised the building of the
blacksmith shop and the syrup
kettle oven, and oversaw the move
of the Brantley building to the
settlement at Boyd Hill.
Mix 96 was the city's Fourth of
July celebration sponsor and
Juvenile Welfare Board has
presented several grants to city
programs.

•••

The "best buy for housing in
Pinellas County" is in Lakewood
Estates, said association president
David Zachem.

His group is one of the newest
reactivated members of CONA.
Lakewood's boundaries run along
the south shore of Lake Maggiore
to 54th Avenue S, between Ninth
StreetS and 31st AvenueS.
Zachem works as an appraiser.
He said Lakewood has 1,600 taxpaying parcels, 1,250 of which are
owned by homeowners. The rest
are condos and apartments. Over
100 of the homes are either on or
view Lakewood Country Club Golf
Course.
Single-family homes of 1,1001,300 square feet sell for between
$48,000 and $60,000 said Zachem. The area is abundant with tall
oak and pine trees and is becoming
attractive to Tampa commuters.
Why their association became
inactive is still debated. "There
hasn't been a formal association
since 1984," Zachem said, but records show CONA dues were paid
untill992.
Today, Lakewood is "creating
a new enthusiasm for the neighborhood itself," bragged Zachem.
"We need the identity we lost."
They're searching for a permanent
neighborhood logo.
So far the association is run by
committee rather than elected officers. David and Pat Zachem, Treasurer Ed Van and resident Pat
Stewart spend two to three days
sending out newsletters for each
meeting. There are 200 members
who pay $10 per year dues. About
50 attend nine meetings per year.
The irrunediate goal of Lakewood Association is simple: Erect a
sign to recognize Fairway Avenue
S as one of two locations in Pinellas
County where the Sherman fox
squirrel resides. They're also in
the Booker Creek area.
That should certainly create
some excitement.
Have a good week, neighbors!

•
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EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK: Peggy Peterman

Finally, a focus on the positive
For more than a decade, the Childs Park
neighborhood has struggled with the increasing socioeconomic problems that have
beset many working-class communities. It
has struggled with what to do about large
groups of teenagers congregating at the
community center. After a young man was
shot some time ago, people gathered on
Monday afternoons to pray for better
times.
•
Now it seems their prayers have been
answered through the combined interests
of a Philadelphia non-profit organization
called Public-Private Ventures and the .1!!:
venile Welfare Board of Pinellas. These
organizations have pledged to spend about
$700,000 during a two-year period on
2,100 Childs Park residents ranging in age
from 12 to 20. This project is unusual
because it is geared not toward programs to
address teenage pregnancy or drug treatment, but toward promoting positive opportunities for young people. Some of the
possibilities include business apprenticeships, theater productions and athletic
teams.
Gary Walker, president of the Philadelphia company, has met with residents in the
area and hopes that this project can be used
to mold federal social policies toward disadvantaged young people. Walker says he was
drawn to this area because of Mayor David
Fischer's clear commitment toward tar-

geted neighborhood revitalization. Programs also are planned in Austin, Texas,
and Savannah, Ga. By focusing resources on
positive efforts rather than on problems,
Walker hopes to eventually unite liberal and
conservative philosophies in Washington.
It's certainly worth a try.
For years, communities and agencies
have had to gear their programs toward
problem-solving if they expected to get
funding. In this program, energy will be
spent on programs that will possibly accomplish just as much or more for young people
as those that only deal with community
deficits.
The Childs Park community has always
held committed families who put time and
energy into trying to make a difference for
young people. By drawing on the strengths
of this community rather than its weaknesses, this project can send a strong psychological message that is badly needed by
beleaguered families. Teenagers can become role models for other teenagers. Already a neighborhood advisory committee
has come up with a variety of ideas that can
enhance the lives of young people. A project
that is built on strengths can only serid a
positive message in Childs Park and communities citywide.
• PBggy Peterman is sn editorisl writer snd
columnist for the Times. •
·

Children may feel
agony of budget ax
A shortfall could
Additional money from Ryan
White Title II, administered by Sunmean the end tO Hov %6 ~QIIPast AIDS Network, that paid for
COUnSeling and
~ounseling services Is also being
. l
. ..
slashed.
recreatiOna aCtiVItieS
Robert Eledge, executive dlrec·
offered tO Children
tor of the Suncoast AIDS Network,
said cutbacks are necessary be·
through an AIDS
cause his organization may run out
alliance.
of money before the fiscal year
By ANNMARIE SARSFIELD
Tribune Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURG - Lack of
money may mean the demise of
programs for children In Pinellas
County who have family members
with HIV or AIDS.
Counseling and recreational activities may be drastically cut If the
Community Alliance of Pinellas for
AIDS Inc. fails to come up with suf·
ficlent donations. Programs such as
the Saturday Morning Club, retreats, summer camp and a food
pantry face possible elimination.
The shortfall comes on the heels
of a Juvenile Welfare Board report
that found that children hving in
families with someone who bas the
virus aren't receiving the help they
need to deal with it.
Last year, the alliance received
a $34,000 Ryan White Title I grant,
administered by Hillsborough County. But that funding runs out Dec. 4,
and the alliance failed in its bid to
have the grant r~tnewed .

ends June 30.
Counseling services are being
restricted to those who have the dis·
ease or those affected by it who are
deemed severely depressed, Eledge
said.
"It's a very painful process," he
said. " Unfortunately, I think It's goIng to get worse before It gets bet·
ter."
While there are funding shortag·
es, the number of people with HIV
and AIDS is Increasing, said Dusty
Asberry, co-founder of the nonprofit
Community Alliance, which regularly serves about 200 people and provides assistance for some 800 people each year.
While he's upset about losing
funding for his children's programs,
he also understands.
"There's only so much of the pie
to give," he said.
But what will he tell the chi!·
dren? Many attend the Saturday
morning event, which Includes a
myriad of activities and field trips.

Teresa Gilyard, 32, said her four
children have all benefited from
programs offered by the alliance.
Gilyard, a single parent, was In·
fected with HIV six years ago. She's
struggled to make ends meet and
keep her family together - always
uncertain of the future.
Her boys, ages 6 and 7, attend
the Saturday morning group and
"come home with a big happy
face," she said.
"A lot of families have got their
hope built on this," she said. "They
don't get their support anywhere
else."
Asberry blames the Joss of the
grants In part to the fact that his
mostly volunteer staff doesn't In·
elude anyone with a background In
grant writing.
"Our Inability to do one effec·
tively makes all the difference," he
said.
Now his organization must rely
on fundraisers and donations from
the community.
Anyone wishing to donate to the
alliance should call 321·1211.
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BRIEFLY
Free child photo, fingerprint kits offered
The Missing Children Awareness Foundation is offering free
color child photo identification and fingerprint kits to parents and
·guardians. To receive a kit, send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to MCAF, 13094 95th St. N, Largo, FL 34643. For
information, call 585-5360.

Health Fair to feature screenings, displays

c

PINELLAS PARK - Pinellas Park Senior Citizens Center and
Housecall Home Healthcare will sponsor a Health Fair from 9
a.m.-1 p.m. today at the Senior Citizens Center, 76.25 59th St. N.
Free screenings for hearing, vision, body fat, cholesterol, blood
pressure and more will be available along with a special
appearance by Bayflite and displays in the latest medical
technologies. Participants also will have the opportunity to
acquaint themselves with the services offered by the Senior
Center and Housecall Home Healthcare. Mini shuffleboard and
pool tournaments will be held, and door prizes will be awarded.
For information, call Maxine Jennings 384-4441 or Nancy Kehoe
541-0776.

Friends of deaf center expand services
SEMINOLE- The Friends of the Deaf Service Center has
expanded services to deaf and hard of hearing people. A
neighborhood family center has opened in the Youth and Family
Services building at Byars Bayou, 7525 83rd St. N. It is called
Family Outreach Center United Services to Empower the Deaf.
Financed in part by the Juvenile Welfare Board, the facility will
allow the Deaf Service Center to address the needs of families
with deaf or hard of hearing children up to 5 years old or families
with deaf or hard of hearing parents. Staff members will help
families assess their needs and develop a plan for accessing
appr-opriate services. Free classes in speech reading and
commu~ication strategies will be held for late-deafened adults.
For information, call 399-9983 V{TTD .•
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Richard Anderson, 58, paints ceramic artwork while chatting with high school student Steve Harnola.

MARK GUSS/Tribune photo

Lessons of living and dying While doing volunteer work at an
are!! hospice, students overcome
their fear of terminally ill patients.
By LINDSAY PETERSON
Trlbaae Staff Writer
PINELLAS PARK- They bring their bright Ule
force to people whose lives are ending In return,
!bey learn compassion.
Justin Brett, 15, was afraid at first to approach tbe
residents of Hospice House WOOdside, a home for
more !ban 60 people in tbe final stqes of termlnal1ii·

nesses.

"What if !bey yell at me?" be wondered. "What if
!bey tell me to go away?"
They didn't.
Clara Sankovet, 83, welcomed tbe young visitors
into her room. "They're so run or life," sbe says.
"They're looking abead, not wailing around to die."
And !bey laugh at her jokes.
In fact, many or lbese teenagers, who signed up
for this program because !bey wanted to beip, turned
to Sankovet for beip in tbe beginning. Sbe put tbem at
ease. She Showed them !bat people wbo are dying
aren't scary or weird.

"They're just people," says lS·year-oid Vicky Pot·

ter.
More than 30 students from Largo Higb School
uve become volunteers at Woodside tbrougb a pro(11'8m developed by tbe Hospice of tbe Florida Sun·
coast.
Hospice received a $15,000 grant Ibis year from
tbe ~las Co'!oty J_uye~i.l,e We~fa!'e -~ to open
th,e program lo iiii"Pinellas lllih k:liooii.-!.Tudents wiii
be trained to visit hospice patieots io nursing homes
throUghOUt the COUDty.
Some Suncoast Hospice staff members were skeptical about tbe program at first, says Kathy Robie,
voluoteer J1llliUI&er. "They tbougbt tbe kldli wouldn't
want to do it, that !bey wouldn't be able to deal wltb
ll"
But tbe students surprlaed tbem. The studeots sur·
prlaed themselves.
Potter signed up for tbe program because ber
mother bad receoUy been diagnosed wltb cancer.
sun, sbe was frlgbtened. "I worked in tbe kitchen. 1
didn't want to come out." Aoother studeot, Steve Har·
nois, 16, persuaded ber to visit Clara, and ber fears
melted, particularly wben Clara joked !bat wben tbe
end came, sbe wasn't sure whether She was going up
or down.
"You got to laugh wltb tbem," says WOOdside pa·
tleot Georgie Davis, 73, wbo enjoys tbe teens, "as long

as !bey don't treat me like ao old woman."
Still, the students know some patients don't reel
like chatting every day. "Eveo If !bey don't want to
talk, there might be something !bey want," says Marc
Aller, 15.
After tbe teens gof over their first fears, they
faced a second cballeoge. "You get to know someone,
then you go bome and start thinking, a nd you realize
why they're lbere," says Aller. "It just doesn't seem
fair."
Wtieo a Woodside patient dies. a candle is lighted
ID tbe sanctuary. The first !bing many students do
wben !bey arrive is check for candies.
Hospice counselors are available to help the stu·
dents understaod tbe reality of death. "We teach that
death is a part of life," Robie says.
The Largo students are learning this through pain·
ful experience. But they're learning other things, too.
" It makes you think a lot about people who are dy·
log," says 15-year-old Justin Brett.
"I used to· not care about things like that." says
Ryan Richey, 16. "But now, I'm thinking a bout doing
eomelbing like becoming a physical therapist, to help
people."
Justin says otber students don't understand wbat
!bey do. "They say 'I could never do anything like
that,' " be says. "I say you have to do it to understand
wbat it's reall' like. It makes you feel good."
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Regular Meeting 12/14/95

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members~

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directo
Browning Spence, Director, Commu y Services
Mary Romanik, Director, Community Ianning and Development /IliA.
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PINELLAS EARLY CHILDHOOD COLLABORATIVE
The Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (PECC) has been meeting monthly
since April 1995. The partners include the Executive Director/Supervisor (or
their designee) from the following agencies/programs: JWB, United Way, School
System, Pinellas Education Foundation, HRS, Pre-K Early Intervention, Pre-K
Handicapped, Coordinated Child Care, Head Start, Success by Six and the
Pinellas County License Board for Children's Centers and Family Day Care
Homes. This group is meeting pursuant to the Memorandum of Agreement
signed at the JWB meeting on October 1 3, 1 994.
The mission of PECC is to enhance and improve the planning and delivery of
early childhood education and care. Their goals are as follows:
• to increase the availability of quality early care and education programs
• to increase the professionalism of early childhood providers thereby
improving the quality of programs
• to eliminate the duplication of services
• to advocate for increased funding of early care and education programs
• to encourage coordination and collaborative efforts in the early care and
education system
• to coordinate efforts to provide a seamless system of delivery
The key activity of the Collaborative has been the development of a unified
waiting list to be shared between Head Start, Coordinated Child Care, and the
Pre-K Early Intervention and Pre-K Handicapped programs. A computer
consultant has been contracted to analyze the existing computer resources and
identify the costs associated with a unified system.
The members of PECC have been successful in stemming the flow of state
mandated advisory committees. The Collaborative is becoming recognized as
the early childhood advisory body in Pinellas County, thereby eliminating the
need for another committee, council etc.

In 1994/95 members of PECC received a $10,000 planning grant for the
Collaborative Partnership Project from the Department of Education. The.
Collaborative submitted a proposal for continuation funding in 1995/96 for
$125,000. The grant is non-competitive and notification of approval should
occur in mid-December.
JWB has provided a staff member, Mary Ann Goodrich, on a half time basis to
coordinate the activities of the Collaborative. PECC has requested a full time
coordinator, payable from continuation grant funds and will contract with JWB
for the full time services of Mary Ann Goodrich through the grant cycle. ·

Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich

